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ALBERT EDWIN SMITH,

President

~

17 '

D. D.,

PH.

D.

DAVID

BAILEY, B. S., D. D.
Vice President

H.

.
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THOMAS

J.

SMULL,

C. E., M. E., ENG. D.

E x ecutive Secretary

.
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!\/!RS. MARGARET

E.

WHITWORTH,

Registrar

B. S.

CLIFF DEMING, A. M . , B. o.
Professor of Public Speakiltg
MARY E . T H OMAS, B. S .

A.

Librarian

CHILDE HAROLD FREEMAN,

FRA NK LEWI S BERGER, A. B., B .

Professor of P hysics
WILLIAM PRIC E HEND ERSON,

A. B .., LL. D.

B. S.,

LIT. D.
Professor of Rhetoric and English Literature

D ea n of t ne Oolleg e of L a,w
JAME S A. WHITTE D,
PH. B ., A. M

B.

P 'E D.,

Profess or of Al athematics

s.

RIC H ARD HOL:\[E S SCHOONOVER,

A. M. , B. D.
Proff}ssor of Greek and Church
History
MAE DEM ING McALPIN, M o.
Director if School of Expression
R U DO LPH HENRY RAABE, PH. B.,
PH. C.
D ealt of the College of Pharm·
acy
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A. NEEDY, M. S. ,M. E .
Dean of CoU eg e of Ellginl'l'l'hl(f
MARY L. HlmRING
Dean of Women
L. CRAIG SLEESMAN, PH. G ..
PRo C.
Profl'sNor of Chl'111ist ;- y

JOHN

,J.

\\'EBE R ,

Professor

Law

HERMA N

C. W.

0/

PETTIT, . \.

A. M., LL. R .

B., LL. B.

Pro/esllOT of Law
EDWARD CLINTON DARNEI,L,

B. S. , A. M.
Dean of CoUege of Educntion
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DR. J. O . NEw1'oN, D. D.
Instructor ill Ph-ll>tirfll J.1duration
B. M.
Df'.(uJ 0/ School of )1U>tir
'IVAJ,TF.R DAVID NISWANDER, A. M.
Professor of n 'i stol Y
M"RK EVAl\S.

MICHAEL

B.

UNDERWOOD,

LL. B.

Profe!£Sor of Law

IRA. It. .I!'ERBRAOHE, A. B.

Instructor in Algebra and Geometry
WILLIAM P. LAMALE, Mus. B.
Professor of Piano and Organ

B. E.
Professor of Education
WALTE R GRAY, A. M
Professor of Psychology and S ociozogy
MILDRED L. CRAMER, A. B.
Assistant Registrar
CARRIE ADEL WILSON,
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J _ CLAUDE SHA RER, A. B.
Assistant Physical Education
SIG~!structor
MA ZZ U L A
I MltlH A Jli.
' B. S_

Instructor of Wind Instruments
A. B.
Professor in Modern Languages

ROBERT CRAUSAZ,

J.

E. McMuLLEN, PH. D.

WILBUR ELLSWORTH BINKLEY,

Instructor in English
HARVEY EVERETT HUBER,

B. S, A. B.

A. B.,

M.A.
Dean of College of Liberal Arts
EMMETT ELI.T AH LONG, B. C. S.

Dean of College of Commerce

Profe.~Ror

of Political Science
and Economics
"\LEEN KAHLE MOWEN, Director
of Music
Pro fessor of Public School Music
IV01~ ST. ClAIR CAMPBELL, M. E.,
E. E.
Professor of Mechanical Engin·
eering
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ETHEL WARREN,

n.

S.

Instructor of Piano
JOHN THEODORE FAIRCHILD ,

Pri. M., C .E.
Professor of Jlfathematics
GUY HUBERT ELBIN , C. E.
Professor of Civil E11.ql~neerin!l

ALftforeflo~ ~ffJi1l'n~':ee~inl
EDWIN VERGON SMITH

Professor of Law

DOI:r;,~r::cR~':1~i~Lo'iY

IN ED.

E. E. RAy, A. M.
Professor of Education
J . A. POTTER, B . S., B. D .
Professor of R eligious Education
J. RAYMOND HARROD, B. S., M. S.

Professor if Chemlstry
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H UGO L E SLIE K EUST ER, B.

S. IN

PHARMACY

Assistant Professor of Pharmacy
HARRY LEE HAMSHER, PH.

G.

Professor of Pharmacognosy

CARRIE WILLIAMS BRE WER

Instructor in Violin

ETHEL ELLIOTT

InstTllctor in Stenography and
Typewriting
H ELEN WILLIS, A. B., B. Mu s.
Profess or of Modern Languages
and Piano
V E RNON VAN BUREN, B. S., B. D.
Professor of Bible and Religious
Education

B.
Assistant Professor of Physical
Education

'WILLIAM F. MEREDITH, PH.

A. DOBBINS , M . S.
Instructor in Botany and Biology
L . SMITH, B. S. IN EDUCATION
Treasurer and Entrance Examinet'

RAYMOKD

GUY

GEORGE McNAMARA

Director of Publicity
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JUNIORS

------

Maloney, Thomas, Kennedy, Newton

Junior Class Officers
EUGENE THOMAS _______________________________________________ ___ Pre sident
BER ARD KEN EDY -------------------------- _________________ 17ice-President
JACK MALONEY __________________________________________________ Treasurer
~ARGARET NEVVTON -------------- _________________________________ Secretary

Junior Commencement Committee
Rodney Snay
Henry Mickley
George McN amara
Frank Long

John Weidel man
Ted Michel
Mary Kennedy
Dorothy Worl
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Martha Creters
Anna Dale Curtiss
Bell Godhelf
Izora Scott

Juniors in Commerce, Education, Expression,
Music, Arts

Buchanan, Modarelli, Jennings, Swerlin, Whitworth
Artz, Benedict, Sprague, Park, Kennedy
Butler, Clarkson, Engle, Sanders, McNamara
Bitters, Long, Augenstein, Cramer, Edwards
Chiles, Harris, Ham
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Junior Engineer

Schurman, Brian, Simmons
Kuckuck, Haager
Clark, Ackley, Easton
Styles, Maloney
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Junior Law

Mock, Krug, Michael, Schrieber, Azzarelli, Currie
Pelton, Sweeney, Betras, Kattman, Kortier, Younker
Levy, Baggot, Musca, Turner, Dembovitz, ,Walker
Hunker, Fisher, Kennedy, W. c., Thomas, Pressler, Williams
Thomas, Mickley, Cohen, Frankowski, Long, Friedman
Weideman, Jenkins
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Junior Pharmacy

Day, Kafer, Quillen, Treby, Kreisman, Shipan
M. Swerdlow, Drescher, Haury, Haver, Keenan, Struble
Young, Franz, Blankenhorn, Hildebrand, Goda. Bell
Strine, Lowe, Fall, Sosa
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Junior Pharmacy

Althoff, High, Overfield, Flowers, Fisher, Baughman
Kennedy, Cramer, Anderson, Snay, Hammond, Beam
Oakley, Jackson, Hill, Bennen, Hoffman
Bartram, Miser, Barker, Struble
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In Memoriam
HAROLD

A.

FAKES

Pharmacy College
WESTON, OHIO

VICTOR MITCHELL
Pharmacy College
CLEVELAND, OHIO
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SOPHOMORES

Emmons, Kiblinger, Reed, Stepleton

Sophomore Class Officers
JOHN REED __________________________________ ____ President
AMBA KIBLINGER ____________________ __ _______ Vice

President

B ETTY STEPLETON _________________________________ 8 ecretary
DALE

EMMONL _____________________ _ ___________ Treasurer

A t a meeting held early in the F all term, the Sophomore class was organized and
officers elected. Following the election the president urged the class to strictly enforce
the Freshman rules, as such enforcement was in the hands of the class. Consequently,
erring Freshmen were guided back into the path of progress by several board meetings
at Northern's famous summer resort, "Doc Newton's Pond." By a later arrangement this duty was taken from the Sophomores and given to an organization which
came to be known as the Tooth And Claw, who systematically governed the Frosh.
Professor Whitted was elected as Class Advisor at a second meeting, and under
his able direction, members of the class took charge of Sunday Vesper Services at a
local church.
The Sophomore class is becoming more and more active each year on the campus,
being well represented on debate and athletic teams. In the years to come, when all
second year men will be known as Sophomores, this class will be recognized as the
most active on the campus.
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FRESHMEN

.

Rolbien, Rune, Potter, Moore, VanBuren

Freshman Class Officers
CURTISS HOLBEIN ________________________________ _ President
GEORGIA MOORE _____________________________ Vice President
MARGARET H UNE ________________________________ _ Secretary
RAYMOND POTTER ________________________________
PROF.

Treasurer

V AN BUREN ______ _____________________ Faculty Adviser

Life as a Freshman at best is hectic, what with Newton's Pond, the Tooth and
Claw, Upper Classmen, et cetera. Nevertheless the class of 1930 jumped off on the
right foot as the saying goes.
The celebrated event of the year was the ceremonious destruction of the hated
caps in a high bonfire at University field on March 29. Cap Cremation Dav will go
down in the history of Ohio Northern as a most sacred tradition. The Program
consisted of a theatre party at Lehr, which was amply interspersed with songs and
yells. This was followed by a snake dance around the bonfire, where in solemn
succession each bit or orange and black was cast into the flames. Then in the gathering
dusk the last rites of the life in the Freshman Drama were brought to a close.
Ashes-the significant earthly remains of our former condition of servitude were
gently laid to rest. By a manifesto of the Tooth and Claw we were graciously emancipated two days before the appointed time. Speeches, filled with glowing phrases,
paid tribute to the new found freedom.
Amidst sounds of rejoicing, we wearily wend our way homeward, forever true
to traditions and our Alma Mater.
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Lehman , Ault, Anspach , Arrons , Long
Newton, Sharer, Meredith, Sleesman
Webb , Neiswander, Elbin, Long
Shelly, Sponseller

Athletic Board
The Supreme Court of Northern's Athletic department wherein is vested final
jurisdiction as well as power to initiate, legislate, etc., concerning all matters athletic
is known as the Athletic Board.
MANAGERS
.TFS5E LONG, Football
HAROLD SPONSELOR, Basketball
N EIL K ENNEDY, Cross

M AX AARONS, Track
LAVERN AULT, Baseball

Country

CAPTAINS

CARL LEHMAN, Track
GLEN BROOKHART, Baseball

R US - EL AK'SPACH, Football
LEWIS SHELLEY, Basketball

FACULTY MEMBERS
DR. J. O. N EW TON, Director of Athletics
PROF. L. C. SLEESMAN,
PROF. E. E. LoNG .
PROF. ALEX WEBB

Fcculty Manager
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PROF. G. H. E LBIN
PROF. W. D. NISWAND ER
COAC H WILLIAM M ERE DITH
CO ACH C LAUDE SHARER

DR. J. OTTO N EW TON, Athletic Director

N EW TON came to Northern from Heidelberg in 1921. When he came to
Northern the athletic system was in bad straits both in a financial way and from the
standpoint of facilities . Since his coming he has graduallv given Northern practically
all she now has. His policy enabled the University to become recognized in the Ohio
Conference. In addition to this he has equipped Northern with an athletic field
second to none in the Conference. Furthermore, he has been responsible for bringing
to Northern a most talented array of coaches. Each year finds Newton adding bit
by bit to the athletic department.
His present policy calls for vast addition to
Northern's athletic facilities, most important of which is an enormous up-to-date
gymnasIUm.
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WILLIAM F. MEREDITH, Head Coach

IN HIS first year at Northern Meredith has
had considerable success, both as a football
and basketball mentor. His wide experience
as a player and coach stamps him as one
worthy of the position. During his undergraduate days at Dennison he won his football letter for three consecutive years, captaining the squad in his senior year. Upon
graduation he accepted the position as coach
at Norwalk high school where he served two
years, thence returning to his Alma Mater
as assistant coach for one year. While serving as assistant coach at Dennison he received an offer from Ashland College, which
he accepted. For three years he turned out
championship contenders at Ashland, from
whence he came to Northern to take over
the position left vacant by Ben Roderick's
resignation. Meredith has firmly established
himself with the student body at Northern
and much is expected from him once he has
been able to properly institute his svstem of
coaching.

CLAUDE B. SHARER, Track Coach
NORTHERN is extremely fortunate in having
at the helm of the varsity track team Claude
B. Sharer.
Sharer, like Meredith, is a
graduate of Dennison. Track was almost
wholly unknown at Northern when Sharer
assumed the directorship of that sport. Gradually each year Northern has spurted forward until at present she ranks among the
better colleges of the state in this phase of
athletic competition. This has been possible
mainly through the work of Sharer. In
Manges, Anderson, Maloney and others
Sharer has developed some of the finest
track material in the Conference.
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Heft, Shelley, Kormandy, Silbaugh, Brookhart , Cameron.
Still, Ault, Yount, Lehman , Snow, Aarons .
Hartley, Simmons , Stumpf, Mason , Anderson , Brown.
Maloney , Bertels , Smull, Sanford , Long, Clark , Cohen.

Varsity' 'N" Association
FACULTY MEMBERS
Dr. T. J. Smull
Prof. L . C. Sleesman
Prof. E. E. Long
Coach William Meredith

H. A.

Prof. Alex Webb
Prof. \V. D. Niswander
Tom Tallman
Dr. J. O. Newton

OFFICERS
SANFORD ________ -- - _______ ____ __________________ ___ President

JACK C. BERTELS ___________ ___ _______________________ Vice

President

RAYMOND CLARK ________________________________________ _ Secretary
JOHN

D.

MALONEY ______________________________________ Treasurer

MEMBERS
Heft
Shelley
Kormandy
Silbaugh
Brookhart
Cameron
Still
Ault
Anderson

Yount
Lehman
Snow
Aarons
Hartley
Simmons
Stumpf
Mason
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Brown
Maloney
Bertels
Smull
Sanford
Long
Clark
Cohen

FOOTBALL

Newton , Gugin , Kattman , Smith , Craig , Jameson , Fran z , Beggs, Lehman , Shelly , Campbell ,
Cohn , Meredith, Sharer.
Wiles , Kafer, Butler, Smith , Shipan, Anspach, Mock, Keenan, Brookhardt.
Long, Baum , Lamese, Struble, Bubar, Brown, Nussbaum , Dunwoodie, Downing , Jenkins , Beck.

Summary of Games
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.

N.
N.
N.
N.
N.
N.
N.

U.- 7_________ . .: ___________________________ Dennison
U.-12 _____ ________ .-- _______________________ ~iarni
U.- 0 _______ ___________________________ ~uskingurn
U.- 0 _______________________________ Ohio Wesleyan
U.- 24 ___________________________________ lfeidelberg
U.- 7 ______________________________ Ohio Univers ity
U.-1 2 ______________________________________ Dayton
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13
34
7
17
0
9
34

Halfback

C APTAI N ANSPACH

In Anspach Northern had a dependable leader. "Bud" does
not belong to the sensational ty pe of players. It was his cool
steady play ing that won him a place beside the immortal football heroes of his Alma Mater. As a line plunger he rates with
the best in the conference . He was seldom thrown for a loss
and was a good defensive back as well. "Bud" had only a
fair eleven to work with, but he did heroic deeds in making the
best out of a bad situation.
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Guard

MASON

Mason is the cool, calculating young man who holds forth at guard on Coach Meredith's
eleven. His analytical judgment in diagnosing the enemy's plays is exceptionallv keen and
worthy of highest praise. When spirits are dropping and feet drag the impetuous eagerness of
Mason spurs on the heavy hearts of his teammates.
SHELLY
End
Shelly does not confine his athletics to football. He merely changes uniforms, steps on the
basketball court and plays as well there as on the barred turf. A giant in stature, being considerably more than six feet in height, and weighing close to 190 pounds in fighting trim,
he was additionally endowed with rare skill and courage, and his work was always an outstanding feature of the games in which he took part.

Halfback
A. SMITH
As a ball-carrier "AI" was right there. His line plunging and running the ball from
scrimmage made him a valuable asset to Coach Meredith. On the defense he was an accurate
and hard tackler. He is the active type, full of football instinct and untiring as well as
unbreakable.

DENNISON GAME - OCTOBER 2-26
With an inexperienced squad of practically all new men, Ohio Northern's football team
fought Dennison to a standstill only to lose out in the final seconds of play. Mainlv by the
aid of Baum's broken field running was Northern able to put the pigskin within striking
distance of Dennison's goal line where Lehman smashed through the opposing line for Northern's
first touchdown of the year. The extreme hot weather was a deciding factor in turning the
tide of victory in favor of Dennison in that it completely exhausted Coach Meredith's first
string players, thus making it necessary to resort to reserve strength which was sadly lacking.
Score: 13-7.
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End

BROOKHART

Brookhart at end acquitted himself nobly. He was always down the field under punts , a
hard , sure tackler and it was almost impossible to take him out of a play. He was able to
stand out well on a team that was a consistent loser. This player has the brains necessary
for the job and the physique to make those brains effective.

End

BUTLER

Northern had in "Red" a fast shifty end, who was in the thick of the fray all the while.
It was his quick thinking , side stepping and straight arming in scoring a touchdown after a
spectacular ninety-yard run at Miama that showed the coaches what the sorrel topped youth
was capable of doing.
DUNWOODY
Guard
Dunwoody is rather light f or a tackle, but he is fast , agile and crafty indeed. He is
exceptionally adept at breaking through the opposing line, thus opening up holes through which
to advance the backs behind him. Much is expected of this crafty lineman in the seasons
to come .

MIAMI GAME- OCTOBER 9-26
Miami won handily from Northern in the Polar Bears ' second attempt at football since
the reign of Coach Meredith. The winners unleashed a powerful running and passing attack
to win by a 34 to 12 score. Both elevens fought on even terms during the first half.
The
second half, however, was a different story. The smooth working line of Miami made great
gaps in Northern ' s first line defense, leaving plenty of room for Stryker, Wholender and
Whittaker to gain ground. Red Butler, playing an end for Northern, provided the thrill of
the afternoon when he scooped up the ball and started for Miami 's goal line, completing one
of the 1110St spectacular ninety-yard runs for a touchdown ever witnessed on Miami's field.
Score: 34-12.
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Fullback
CARL LEHMAN
"Ocean" Lehman, whose real name is Carl, is really even more ferocious than he looks.
Once under steam this human Big Bertha is as fine a rippin' battering ram as you could hope
to see. He is not a flashy runner but holds his feet well, is a terrific line smasher, and also one
of the best defensive players at backing up a line in the conference.
Center
MOCK
In Mock, Northern had a nifty center. He is an accurate passer and rarely makes a miscue,
rain or shine. He is also alert defensively and kept his head up during a rocky campaign.
With another year's experience this burly lineman should develop into a star of the first
magnitude.

Guard

BLOOMGREN

Bloomgren possesses the general qualifications of a guard. He is both big and fast, a
good clipper and a blocker- who understands the fundamentals of football and practices them.
Bloomgren is not easily hurt and a guard who cannot be moved out of his position by the
enemy. Concentration, determination, and aggressiveness are outstanding qualities of this man.

MUSKINGUM GAME-OCT. 16-26
A huge throng of old grads returned to Ada on the sixteenth day of October to witness
the Polar Bears' game with the Muskingum College outfit. At the immediate outset Northern's
representatives on the gridiron began piling up first downs galore only to be repulsed in the
end by the stone-wall defense of the noble Scots from New Concord. Time after time Northern
backs would register a substantial advance only to have the pigskin taken from them on downs
within the shadows of the goal posts. The break of the game came in the second period
when Nussbaum's fumble was quickly converted into the only score of the game. Baum's
work was outstanding throughout the contest, the small halfback displaying a form which
certainly warrants him consideration for all Ohio honors. Score: 7-0 .
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BEGGS
Tackle
Beggs was the "find" of the season. Under the efficient tutelage of Coach Meredith he has
made amazing strides in learning the technique of tackle play. It was unfortunate indeed that
his rapid development was retarded by early season injuries.

BECK
Tackle
The Polar Bears had in Beck a lineman of enviable ability. He held up his side of the
line in a remarkable manner, making it exceedingly difficult for the enemy to advance through
his sector.
WILES
Guard
Wiles would grace the forward wall of most any eleven. Powerfully built, fast and a
good charger, in addition to possessing a smart football head, Art was without question the
bulwark of the Polar Bears' first line defense. He comes out well on interference and his play
is consistently high-class. With a good eleven he would have shone to much greater advantage.

WESLEYAN GAME- OCTOBER 23-26
In a hectic battle Northern dropped a hard fought game to Wesleyan III the football classic
of Northern's season. Over five thousand fans saw the heavier invading squad, led by Captain
Blickle, their star back, batter down Northern's green line for two touchdowns and a field
goal. For Northern Baum registered several substantial advances and proved a constant
threat to the opposition. The outstanding star of the afternoon, however, was the versatile
Blickle. Besides handling his team in a flawless manner he upheld his reputation as a ball
carner. Both elevens fought to the last minute while Wesleyan's well balanced machine in
addition to her strong reserve force gave the invaders a well deserved victory. Score: 17-0 .

.
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NU~SBAUM
Quarterback
Northern had a crafty field general in "Ike." He is an exceptionally good passer, and
both fast and elusive as a ball carrier. His calling of plays, expert ball carrying and sparkling
defensive work stamped him as a star of the game during his first season on the varsity.

CAMPBELL
Halfback
Campbell is a good man at hitting the line off tackle. He hits hard and it usually good for
a few yards at least. At the same time he runs the ends well, can throw or receive a pass with
equal skill and is a good defensive back. It was his outstanding wOlrk against Dayton that
saved the Polar Rears from being humiliated in the face of the deadly attack of the enemy.

KEENER
Tackle
Keener has marvelous strength and actIvIty. He holds up his side of the line well on the
defense. Offensively his greatest asset was his ability to open great gaps through which Coach
Meredith's backs could be sent.

HEIDELBERG GAME- OCTOBER 30-26
After losing four consecutive gamies, Coach Meredith's boys defeated Heidelberg, 24-0,
for their first victory of the season. Outstanding in the Polar Bears' attack was Carl Lehman,
who was able to pierce Heidelberg's line with much success. A sea of mud aggravated by a
driving rain, made it difficult for the Norsemen to manipulate much of an open game. Nevertheless, with a running attack that was as powerful as it was deceptive, with a defense that was
impregnable, and with an open air barrage centered around Baum and Nussbaum, all combined
in one spectacular trained combination, the Polar Bear machine worked its way over a formidable opponent to its first victory of the season. Score: 24-0.
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H. SMITH
Halfback
H. Smith is an exceptionally good open field runner , extremely fast and shiftv , and had it not
been his misfortune to be the victim of an early season injury , his services to coach Meredith
would have been invaluable.
R AY BAUM
Halfback
Baum was about the brightest light on Northern 's mediocre team and playe d a steady game
all year. His brilliant pla y ing throughout the ye ar behind an inexperienced line , warrants him
undeniable recognition. Baum runs well from scrimmage or in carrying back punts. He also
passes well and is equally good on the receiving end. His work was of such a variety as to
make him an outstanding figure.

JENKINS
Tackle
Jenkins was a capable and consistent performer throughout the season. Big , fast and alert,
he would grace most an y eleven in the conference. His service on next year 's va rsity should
be of great worth to coach Meredith. Jenkins is hlessed w ith speed, strength , gameness alld
determina tion.

OHIO UNIVERSITY GAME NOV.-6-26
Down at Athens, Ohio University squeezed out a hair line decision over Northern on the
superiority of Sweeney's toe, which propelled a goal from the field to win 9-7. The Norsemen,
despite their early season re ve rs es, battled valiantly , and for a time it seemed their efforts
were to be crowned with success . A blocked punt, how ever, pa ve d the path to the initial enemy
tally and pro ve d to be the dec iding factor in Northern's reverse. \Viles, the crafty lineman,
played a splendid brand. of football. Time after time he would race in behind the line to
stop the Ohio backs. Viewing the game from a statistical standpoint, North ern had the
advantage , having registered twelve first downs to seven for their opponents. Score : 9-7 .
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End

FRANZ

In "Jerry," Coach Meredith had a dependable kicker. He is seldom caught off guard no
matter whether it is picking out the key man of a play directed his way or clearing out on
offense. His twisting runs, stupendous lunges and crafty handling of passes stamp him a star.

DAYTON UNIVERSITY GAME- NOV. 13-26
On Saturday, November 13, the Polar Rears journeyed to Dayton where Dayton University
was met in the final football contest of the season. The home team staged several sustained
marches which culminated in touchdowns, one parade good for 67 yards and the other covering 80 yards. The half ended with Dayton well advanced in Northern's territory. In the
second half the Dayton team continued to gain at will and had it not been for the strong punch
shown by the Polar Rears they would have amassed a much larger score. It was at this
moment that Campbell was injected into the afternoon's melee, whereupon Northern's offense
took a decided brace. The pinch-hitting halfback was fast leading his team to a touchdown
when Northern's hopes for a score were smitten by a 25 yard penalty. Northern welcomed
this game's end, for it heralds the close of the worst campaign since the winter at Valley Forge.
Score: 34-12.

~
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MEMBERS
Siesler, Whitehead, Summers.
Schurman, Monnott, MoElroy (coach), Crowell.
Drury, Vaucheo, Milkerson, Rowland.
Janette, Schwartz, Gutnecht, Rozetti, Cottrell, Ichafino.

Freshmen Football
FRESHMEN football activity at Northern is limited solely to competition with the
varsity squad. In this way the yearlings learn the style of play which the coaches
adopt, the result being an easy adaptation the following year when in competition for
varsity berths.

The past year has been an unusually good year from the standpoint of material.
Many promising stars turned out when the call was issued for Freshmen football .
Under the watchful eye of Coach McElroy the Polar Bear cubs developed rapidly and
became a real thorn in the side of the varsity.
Those receiving sweaters as rewards in football were:

Gutnecht, Summers,

SchUl man, Crowl, Vaucheo, Gressler, Daily, Steenland, Drury, Milkerson, Gennet,
Rozetti, Monnott, Cottrell, Ichafino, Rowland, Harman, Whitehead, and Swartz
(manager) .
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Popularity Contest
When everyone gets more excited, when the couples get more devoted, when
rr:en start doing things for Northern, when Jack Bertels shaves every day, and all the
fair co-eds speak as if they mean it, you can put two and two together, and gather
from the results that spring is here, and the Northern Review Popularity co ntest
near.
This year more interest was shown than ever before and here are the results:
Most Beautiful Co-ed----------------------- ____ Eloise Forry
l\1ost Handsome Man-- _________________________ Jack Rertels
Most Popular Co-ed--------------------------Barbara Moore
Most Popular Man ______________________________ Te d Spoeri
Most Devoted Couple----------------------- Wood and Dehus
Man Who Has Done Most for N orthern_ - _- _____ Russel Anspach
lVlost Po;)Ular Frosh Co-ed ____________ ___ ___ Marguerite Miller
l\1ost Popular Frosh l\.1an ______________________ Richard

-
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Long

BASKETBALL

Guard

C APTAIN S HELLY

Captain Shelly plays a guard, alternating with Campbell:
He did not go so well during the season just passed, but ha §
been used in the utility role with great success. However, his
value as a real player has never been questioned and he i ~
regarded as one of the best players ever turned out in Ada .
His cool-headedness throughout the season was a source of
steadiness to his mates.
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Sponselor, Manager, Franz , Meredith , coach.
A. Smith, H. Smith , Currie.
Baum , Campbell, Shelley, Cohen.
Nussbaum , Schreiber.

Boys' Basketball
VICTOR COHEN
Cohen is a guard and players opposed to him generally find the goals as scarce as hen's
teeth. Any one need not blush when saying that Cohen ranks with the best in the state at his
position. He is the mainspring of Northern ' s offense. The work of this star on the court is a
sight of rare beauty to gaze upon. He is as swift as any who ever capered over the wooden
way and he can shoot with the best.
CAMPBELL
Campbell plays a guard position, but takes an active part in the offensive play of the team ,
counting field goals with the accuracy of a forward. He is one of the fastest members of the
Polar Bear quintet and has contributed greatly to the success of the team.
BAUM AND SMITH
"Pup" Smith and Baum are the regular forwards on the team and too much about their
value cannot be said. In every game these stellar performers are on the job and their floor
work and ability to count field goals have been a source of rejoicing to the loyal Northern students . Both are eligible next year and their services should be a tower of strength to the team .
FRANZ
Franz holds down the center pOSItIOn and he is another player who has aided , in a large
way , in keeping Northern well advanced in the conference. His strength is centered in his
defensive ability mainly.
The other players include Nussbaum , Schreiber, Currie and A. Smith.

~
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Basketball
NOT less than twenty-five men answered Coach Meredith's call for candidates
for the varsity squad. Six of last year's letter men returned to form the nucleus of the
squad for the present season. This group consisted of Capt. Shelly, Ben Smith,
Campbell, Raum, Silbaugh and Cohen. In addition to this splendid array of material
Coach Meredith had an abundance of new material available. Coming from last
year's Freshman squad were A. Smith, H. Smith, Nussbaum, Franz, Schreiber, and
Currie.
Quite a problem confronted Coach Meredith in moulding these athletes
into one of the finest teams in the Ohio Conference. III fortune befell the team early
in the season when Ben Smith, star guard, was forced out of the game with a serious
inj ury to his ankle. The Coach, however, quickly converted Capt. Shelly, erstwhile
center, into a guard, where he alternated with Campbell throughout the season. Franz
rapidly developed into a high-class center.
Baum and H. Smith played the two
forwards, while the reliable Cohen played the other guard.

The Polar Bear quintet opened the season with eight pre-conference games,
the first of which was played with the Lima U. B. Church team. Loose playing char
acterized this game. The game ended with Northern on the long end of a 32-20
score. Northern lost the second game by a 27-26 score. The next game, however,
proved a victory for Northern, for Bluffton College was defeated 21-16. Bowling
Green was the next to fall before Meredith's "Five Horsemen," by a 38-25 score.
In the next game the Polar Rears suffered defeat at the hands of the :fast Marion
Steam Shovel outfit. The game was featured by clean playing on both sides, only
one foul being called en Northern and but five on the opposing team. The final
verdict was 26-41. In the next game with Lima Y. M. C. A., the Norsemen won
in a high scoring contest by the score of 44-40. Following this the Ohio Crane
was met, and defeated the Polar Bears by a 44-37 count. In the last pre-conference
game the Polar Bears won a hectic combat from the St. John's Academy crew by a
score of 2+-20.
Northern's conference schedule was officially opened by the appearance of the
Wooster College five in Brown Gym on the night of Jan. 8th. Northern played
wretched basketball in the first half, the players seemed to be sluggish and the team
work was missing except toward the end of the period. At half time Northern was
trailing 20-5, having scored only once by the field goal route. Wooster, meanwhile,
was playing glittering basketball, out-classing and out-shooting its opponents and
reaching the scoring zone almost at will. Northern took a decided brace in the last
period but \Vo:Jster's advantage could not be overcome. Score, 36-26.
Northern's basketball team \vas defeated for the second consecutive time when
the fast Otterbe:n quintet nosed out a two point decision in Brown Gym Saturday,
Jan. 15. At the start of the contest the Polar Bears set a furious pace for the
Westerville lads, but this outburst of speed seemed to be a challenge to the Otterbein
crew, for at once they did a face-about and in a short while had a comfortable lead,
not to be overtaken. Cohen was forced from the game during the second period and
Northern surely missed him. Nussbaum and H. Smith played well for Northern,
while Buell and Seamen engineered the downfall of the Polar Bears. Score 28-26.

A field goal by "Vic" Cohen in an overtime period gave Northern a one point
victory over the Dayton University quintet in what proved to be the most interesting
combat of the season thus far. Except for the early minutes of play the game was a
nip and tuck affair throughcut, first one team and then the other forging to the front.
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The half ended at 12 all. Coach Meredith sent in four new men at the beginning of
the second half. The Orange tornado at once unleashed a whirlwind attack piling up
ten points before Dayton sensed the need of some baskets, whereupon they evened the
count, thus necessitating an extra period. Campbell, Currie, Ben Smith, Baum and
Cohen all played well for Northern, while Wilcox showed up best for the losers.
Score 27-26.
Heidelberg's passers defeated Northern in a fast exhibition of basketball on Tuesday, Jan. 25. The Tiffinites showed a clever brand of pass work that baffled their
rivals. Heidelberg completely smothered Northern the first half, the Polar Bears
counting only two goals. With a revamped battle front Northern returned and
fought stubbornly and it began to look as if they might squeeze out a victory, but
a rally by Heidelberg shortly after the middle of the period definitely turned the tide.
Score, 28-24.
Led by Taylor, all-Ohio center, the Muskingum College quintet ran rough-shod
over the local lads. Northern's passers played their best, but the superior teamwork
of Muskingum's outfit was not to be overcome. The whirlwind playing of Taylor
and Orr was productive in the extreme for the visitors. Taylor's shooting and all
around playing was nothing short of marvelous. For Northern, Baum, H. Smith,
and Cohen led in the attack. Score, 44-28.
On Friday night, Feb. 4th, Northern's basketeers journeyed to Ashland where
Ashland College was met and defeated. The game was close throughout. Ashland
opened with a burst of speed, but Northern came back strong in the second half and
tied the count. When the gun sounded the close of the game the score stood at 38 all.
It was during the next five minutes that COhen, H. Smith, Franz and Baum sent
the ball through the net with much regularity. When it was all over it was found
that Northern had amassed a total of 15 points during the extra period, thus
winning 53-39.
Northern defeated Bluffton in a fast and interesting game on Saturday, Feb. 5th.
This was Northern's second victory of the season over the Bluffton passers. Cohen
and H. Smith led the way for Northern, garnering 15 and 9 points respectively,
while Moyer and Eikelburger played best for the visitors. Score, 32-20.
Northern's basketeers completely annihilated the Baldwin-Wallace quintet on
the latter's floor on Feb. 11 tho Held fairly close in the first half, the Polar Bears
opened up in the second period of the game and swept all before them. Campbell led
the attack, but there was plenty of aid for him at hand all the time. Schill was the
only man wearing the enemy's colors who was able to score with any degree of
consistency. He tallied seven points. Score, 44-23.
Northern's passers received quite a scare when they tackled Hiram on the latter's
"band box" floor the night following their decisive victory over Baldwin-Wallace.
Not only was Hiram leading 12-9 at half time, but they had a one point lead with the
seconds of the last period remaining. A pass from Cohen to H. Smith saved the
game, for once Smith got his hands on the ball it started for the basket, looping
through the net simultaneous with the crack of the timer's gun. Score, 24-23.
With machine-like precision Northern tripped the Ashland College quintet for
the second time this season. Ashland came to Ada to atone for the defeat suffered
at the hands of the Bears earlier in the year. Only during the early minutes did the
game resemble a close affair. Northern soon began amassing a comfortable lead
enabling Coach Meredith to do much substituting. The Bears played as they had
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not played all year, and displayed a very snappy attack and a very close defense,
especially during the first half of the ball game. Ashland, on the other hand, was
very loose and ragged in their play and only a decided brace in the waning moments
of the second half, coupled with some excellent work at the foul line, put them in
the game at all. Score, 53-39.
Northern's five game winning streak came to an end when the Dayton Flyers
handed Northern a set-back in a rough game wherein little basketball was exhibited,
except for the flashy dribbling cf Cohen. The star dribbled through the entire Dayton
defense several times but the Dayton guards managed to "get" him before he could
do much damage. This they accomplished in a most efficient manner: one of them
would effect a sort of flying tackle whereupon the entire team would pile up with
Cohen on the bottom. It was indeed a hard night for Cohen. Snelling was high
point getter for Dayton, while Ray Baum garnered the highest number of p()in~s tor
Northern. Score, 31-22.
Kenyon scored a decisive win over the Polar Bear quintet on the former's floor
on February 23. Northern seemed to be at the mercy of the whirlwind offense of the
Kenyonites, especially during the last half when Van Epps was unstopable. For
Northern, Baum's stellar work was outstanding, being responsible for thirteen of the
Rears' points. The winners presented a too smooth working offense for Northern to
cope with for any length of time, resulting in Kenyon's comfortable lead from start
to finish. Score 55-34.
The Norsemen were unable to shake off the ill luck which had been following
them since their decisive win over the Ashland passers, the result of which was 9
victory for Oberlin on the latter's floor, three nights following the Kenyon game.
Several opportunities presented themselves for a Northern victory, but the boys
seem to lack the necessary punch to overcome their losing streak. The work of
Tessenvitz was outstanding. His consistent foul shooting virtually won the game for
Oberlin. Cohen and Smith shared scoring honors in Northern's last game of the
season. Score, 38-21.

O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.
O.

N.
N.
N.
N.
N.
N.
N.
N.
O. N.
O. N.
O. N.
O. N.
O. N.
O. N.
O. N.
O. N.

U.
U.
U.
U.
U.
U.
U.
U.
U.
U.
U.
U.
U.
U.
U.
U.

SUMMARY OF GAMES
21 ______________________________________ Bluffton ColJege
38-_______________________________ Bowling Green Normal
24-- ____ -- ___________________________ St. John's University
26 _______________________________________ Wooster ColJege
29 ______________________________________________ 0tterbein
28- ____________________________________ Dayton University
24 __________________________________ Heidelberg University
28 - ___________________________________________ Muskingum
32 _______________________________________________ Bluffton
5L ______________________________________ Ashland ColJege
44 ______________________________________ Raldwin-W aIJace
2L _______________________________________________ Hiram
56- ______________________________________ Ashland ColJege
22 _____________________________________ Dayton University
34 ________________________________________ Kenyon ColJege
2L _______________________________________ Oberlin ColJege
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16
25
20
36

31
27
28
44
20
39
23
24
30
31
55
38

Miller, Volrath
Cohen, Newton (Coach), Stickles
Thompson, Marshall, Rainer, Iddings
Rowland, Monnott, Long, Daily, Leavitt

Freshmen Basketball
men reported to "Doc" Newton when he issued a call for candidates for
berths on the Freshman basketball team. Such a host of men had never reported for
competition in Freshman sport in the history of the institution. Newton was very
optimistic as a result of this turnout. The squad was cut from session to session
during the early weeks of the season until only the following men remained: Monnott, Long, Stickle, Thompson, Miller, Volrath, Daily, Iddings, Levitt, Marshall
and Rowland . It is indeed difficult for anyone to choose a first team from this array
of stars. At least "Doc" Newton found such to be the case, for he didn ' t have a
first team. Various combinations were used in practice against the varsity, but the
one which appeared most invincible was composed of the following: Miller and
Daily forwards; Long, center; and Monnott and Stickle, guards.
EIGHTY
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Fogle, Manager, Porter, Dillon.
Randell, Huston, Newton, Fidler.
Roder, Carper, Captain, Lantz, Conner.
Ray, Stepleton.

Girls' Basketball
the basketball season opened last fall about thirty girls answered the call
of Dr. Newton. Of this group twelve were retained, six of this number receiving
sweaters at the season's close as rewards for their having participated in the required
number of games. In addition to these six, Miss Margaret Newton and Miss Miriam
Ransdell were given arm-bands for the sweaters they received last year.
Though striving to keep up the clean, undefeated record of last year, the team
of '27 met defeat at the hands of the Lima Y. W. C. A team on the latter's floor.
However, they later atoned for this defeat when the Lima team appeared in Brown
Gym for the return engagement. In addition to these two games such teams as
Cedarville College, Alger High School, Ada High School, and Dola High School
were met and defeated.
With this splendid record as an incentive and with the return of many of the
stars, the co-eds hope to do even better next year.
Miss Pearl Carper, star forward, captained the team during the past season,
while Miss Nelle Fogle acted as manager.
WHEN

SUMMARY OF GAMES
O. N. U., 16_________ Alger Hi, 11
O. N. U., 14._Lima Y. W. C. A., 15

o.

N. U., 19___________ Ada Hi, 6
O. N. D., 21. __ Cedarville College, 17
O. N. U., 23 __ Cedarville College, 11
O. N. D., 17._Lima Y. \V. C. A., 11
O. N. D., 26 _____________ Dola, 14
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Auit, Conrad, Gugin
Grimm, Livingston, Brown
Merkle, Crofton, Brookhart

Fraternity League
FRATERNITY CHAMPIONS- THETA NU EPSILON
The Fraternity League proved a decided success during the past season. Not
a single team came through the season with a clean slate, the two foremost contenders having each been defeated once before locking horns. The "battle of the
gods". took place during the latter part of the winter quarter at which time the
Theta N u Epsilon team was virtually recrowned champion as a result of their victory
over the Sigma Pi outfit. Both teams had each lost one game, both having been defeated
by the Sigma Phi Epsilon team. The game was close throughout with the T. N. E.'s
holding a slight advantage over its rival. The work of Conrad and Brookhart was
outstanding for the T. N. E.'s, while Hoffman and Kattman played best for the
Sigma Pi.
The long season was officially closed on March 19. In order to lay valid claim
to the crown the T. N. E.'s had yet to defeat the Phi M u Delta quintet which they
succeeded in doing by a 19 11 score. Conrad and Brookhart again led the way for
their team, while Moulton played best for the losers .
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Cui lings
McKittrick, Deisher, Christopher, Long~
Iacanfano, Zahller, Columbio

Intramural Basketball
CAMPUS LEAGUE CHAMPIONS-BELL HOPS
By defeating the N. S. A. C's. and the Pill Rollers respectively the Bell Hops
won the championship of the Campus League.
Having disposed of the N. S. A. C.'s by a comfortable marg:n their nest task was
that of defeating the Pill Rollers which, they succeeded in doing in a hotly contested
battle. The Pill Rollers jumped into the lead in the early minutes and maintained
it until the middle of the fourth quarter. This they were able to do by virtue of
Ream's shooting and Milkerson's splendid floor work. Entering the fourth quarter
on the small end of a 15-10 score, the Bell Hops unleashed an attack that completely
bewildered their opponents.
So furious a pace did they set that the Pill Rollers'
defense cracked. wide open permitting Christopher and his mates to get under the
basket with much frequency. With the score at eighteen all and one minute to go
Christopher let go and scored a beautiful shot from mid-floor, clinching the game
for the Bell Hops.
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BASEBALL

First Base

CAPTAIN BROOKHART

Captain Glen Brookhart acquitted himself nobly on the
diamond last spring, his playing at the initial sack being consistently high class throughout the entire season. For the Ilast
three seasons this stal wart youth has been the backbone of
Dr. Newton ' s infield. His worth to the teams has been equally
important offensively , and his absence will make a gap which
will indeed be difficult to replace.

-
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Cooley, Coach Roderick, Holt, Ault, Jenkins
Brookhart, Haase, Still, DeZort, Garmon, Stumpf
Lee, Matz, FinkIestein, Brown, Carpenter, Sanford.

Baseball
enjoyed limited success on the diamond last spring . Inclement
retarded proper development of the pitchers and handicapped the team as a
Lead by Capt. Brookhart, the team journeyed to Bowling Green on April
engage in its first battle. The game was called in the fifth inning with
Green Leading 6-4.

NORTHERN

weather
whole.
27th to
Bowling

On May 1st Capitol University was played at University Field. Through the
masterful work of Sanford on the mound, aided by spectacular fielding on the part cf
Garmon and Kerschner, Northern was able to win 4-3. Northern won this game
by staging a rally in the ninth inning, Haase, Kerschner, and Brookhart crossing the
rubber as the result of Matz's clean drive over second. Capitol ' s ninth inning rally
fell one run short of tieing the count.
The Polar Rears journeyed to Marion on May 8th where the Marion Steam
Shovel outfit was met. Brown scored in the first inning on a hit by Garmon. Five
more run" were sent over, one in the fourth, three in the fifth and one in the sixth .
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The semi-pro team took a liking to the offerings of Lee and amassed a total of eleven
runs, three in the third, two in the fifth, one in the sixth, and five in the seventh on
consecutive hits by Rieser, Rogers, Martfield, and Gerrant.
On May lIth Northern and Bluffton College engaged in a batting contest at the
University Field, Northern emerging the victor. Two rallies, one good for four runs,
and the other for five, in the fifth and eighth innings respectively, enabled Northern
to keep on the long end of an 11-8 score. Finklestien's three-base hit was productive
in the extreme for the Polar Bears, two men being on the sacks at the time of his
hefty wallop.
The following day Bowling Green Normal was met for the second encounter of
the season in a well played game. Moscoe had a slight advantage over Stumpf,
although the latter exhibited a classy brand of hurling. By virtue of Moscoe's masterful work on the mound and a lucky break in the last inning, Bowling Green squeezed
out a hair-line decision to defeat Northern a second time. Score, 7-6.
On May 14th Northern journeyed to New Concord where Muskingum College
and Northern were scheduled to lock horns. The game was hardly an inning old
before it had to be called on account of the interference of Jupiter Pluvius.
The Polar Bears were the victims of revenge when they stopped over in Columbus
on their way from the abbreviated game at New Concord. Here Capitol University
was again met. The game developed into a pitchers' duel between Sanford, Northern's
southpaw ace, and Mix, of Capitol, the latter having the better of the argument in
a gruelsome battle.
After a seven days' rest Sanford was placed on the firing line against Ohio
Wesleyan. Myers, of Wesleyan, held the Polar Bears to five scattered bingles, while
his own team was collecting ten hits and as many runs off the slants of Sanford.
Northern's scattered hits were productive of one run when Garmon's two-base hit
sent Still across the rubber.

-
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TRACK

C' APT.4I N

Discus

L EHMA~

Carl Lehman captained Northern's track team last spring ,
the most successful track team at Northern in recent years.
Lehman is characterized by his industrious spirit, both on and
off the athletic field. This spirit on the part of their leader was
an outstanding factor in the team's successful season.

.
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Graham, R. Bowers, Bowyer, Silbaugh, Cameron, F. Bowers, Shelley.
Aarons, Manager, McElroy, Heft, Jones, Maloney, Baum, Francis, Torigue.
L. Jones, Merkle, Hartley, Sharer (Coach), Mathews, Anderson, Suid.
Manges, Bertels, Long, Lehman, Eighmy, Overmeyer, Clark.

Varsity Track
THE POLAR BEARS showed up well on the cinder path last spring, defeating their
opponents in all the meets in which they were entered. So powerful was last spring's
track squad that only two c£ the former records for the different events remained
unbroken. Much credit is due Coach Sharer for his untiring efforts in whipping this
splendid wealth of material into one of the best track combinations in the state. Led
by Captain Lehman, the team amassed a total of 439.0 points as against 190.0 points
for its opponents.

Those men who were outstanding factors in Northern's success on the field and
track are as follows: Heft and Hartley at the 100 yard dash; Maloney and Heft
at the 220 yard dash; Maloney and Hartley at the 440 yard dash; Anderson and
Manges at the 880 yard dash, the one and two miles; Long and Campbell at the
shot put; Cameron and Petro at the discus; Captain Lehman at the javelin; Eighmy
and Campbell at both the high and low hurdles; Bertles at the broad jump; Clark and
Shelley at the high jump; and Heft, Mathews, Hartley and Maloney on the record
breaking relay squad.

SEASON'S RESULTS

Northern, 70 _____________________________ Bluffton,
Northern, 93Yz--- ___ -----------------Bowling Green,
Northern, 81 __________________________ Muskingum,
Northern, 100 ______________________ - ___ Heidelberg,
Northern, 95 _____________________________ Kenyon,
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38
37.0

49

30
36

TOWalter A. Boyer, our friend and classmate,
we owe our deepest appreciation. To him
who ever fought boldly upon the field of battle
and on the athletic teams ct our University. In
him was invested the true qualities of noble manhood, a leader cf men, and a man among men .

.
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MINOR
ATHLETICS

Randall, Cotner, Stoner.
Kohli, Kennedy, Manager, Grim ~.
Sanders, Maloney, Sharer (Coach), Anderson

Cross Country
THE CROSS COUNTRY TEA;\1 enjoyed limited success last fall.
With only two
veterans, Anderson and Maloney, left from the 1925 team, Coach Sharer faced a
serious problem in selecting a team. In addition to Anderson and Maloney the following men were used: Kohli, Grimm, Stoner, Cotner, Randall, and Sanders. Northern
had but three meets, with Wesleyan, Muskingum, and Wooster, losing all three by a

small margin. Anderson won first place in each of the meets. Starting at a fast pace
he finished the same way, his nearest competitor usually not even being close at the
conclusion of the race.
I n the Big Six Cross Country race Grimm and Stoner finished well up m the
first half among a field of about sixty entrants.
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Patton, Rumbaugh , Lantz.
Meyers , Edwards , Newton (Coach) , Huston, McElroy.
Conner, Carper , Detrick, Stepleton, Dillon.
Fidler, Ransdell, Fogle, Dunbar.

Girls' Hockey
UNUSUAL interest was shown by the co-eds in hockey during the Fall Term.
Regular practices were held every Tuesday and Thursday afternoons, but no varsl; ~
team was chosen.

Miss Margaret Newton, junior in the Department of Physical Education, supervised and directed the teams.
Hockey is just in its infancy at Ohio Northern . It is believed, however, by the
heads of the Phvsical Education Department, that if interest increases in this sport
at the rate it has in the past two seasons it will be but a short time until Northern
will be able to support a varsity team and compete with other Ohio colleges for
honors in hockey.

..
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Intramural Track '26
JUST as soon as the Intra-fraternity basketball league came to a close interest
shifted from the basketball court to track and field. Interest among the fraternities
in track competition is on a par with that manifested in basketball. Each of th~
various fraternities entered a team besides several non-fraternity men who entered for
individual honors.
After meeting with much opposition the Theta N u Epsilon
fraternity carried home the cup which was offered to the fraternity collecting the most
number of points. 0 n their team were the following men: Anderson, Eighmy )
Bertels, Chacey, and Shelley.

The Delta Sigma Phi fraternity won the trophy offered the winner of the relay,
while W al ter Eighmy had the honor of being presented the gold medal which was
offered the entrant making the highest number of points in the meet.

Frosh Track Squad
Russell Craig _________________________ High jump and hurdles
J. Franz _____________________________ Discus and low hurdles

A. Smith _______ ___________ ___ __ IOOyard dash and low hurdle
C. StoneL __ _________________________ Mile and two mile run
T. Grimm __________________________ 220 and 440 yard dashes
Neil Kennedy __ ______ _________________ ____________ Manager
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Kaufman, Downing.
Silbaugh, Cameno.

Tennis
THOUGH

still in its infancy at Ohio Northern University, tennis has become

an intensely popular sport, and interest has been increasing at a rapid rate. Judging
from this it seems quite evident that this interesting sport has firmly established itself
in Northern's sport curriculum.
Northern was represented last year by the following men:
and Dwight Solomon, the only two-year men on the team. They
nucleus around which was gradually whipped into shape a pretty
remainder of the team was made up of the following men: Hoyt
Camino, Julius Pastor, and Verne Silbaugh.

Ellison Kaufman
formed a perfect
fair outfit. The
Downing, Carlos

The team received a fifty-fifty split in their match play, taking both matches
from Bowling Green and dropping two to Otterbein. Taking into consideration all
the difficulties with which the team had to content a fairly successful season was
enjoyed, but due to very inclement weather at the opening of the season practice
sessions were at a premium; however, we are looking forward to a much better
record for the present season.
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Kennedy, Long
Sponseller, Auit, Raab

Managers
The work of the athlete is usually lauded to great heights as he covers and
recovers himself with glory, yet equally as important is the toil of the slightly mentioned
individual known as manager. Few "rahs" are accorded the football manager as he
wades through the mud and wet in pursuit of his duties, yet were it not for his untiring
efforts it would be impossible for the student body and others to witness the many
contests which apparently move along without effort. W hat is true of the football
manager is true of the manager of any phase of athletics. Northern has been extremely
fortunate in having the following men act in the capacity of manager during the past
year: Long, football; Sponseller, basketball; Raab, track; Aul t, baseball; Kennedy,
cross country.

.
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Cheer Leaders
THE SENTIMENT of some noted figure sums itself into this:
"Some men are
born great, some achieve greatness, while others have greatness thrust upon them." It's
quite a task to diagnose the patient at hand who is none other than " Red" Rernstien,
our colorful cheerleader. He mayor may not have been born great; he mayor may
not achieve greatness; but we do know that he had greatness thrust upon him when
he was drafted cheer leader last fall. Much credit is due "Red" for his uncanny
ability in selecting a partner, for when he chose Lou Young he made a popular hit
as well as a wise selection. Lou himself can make as much noise as half a cheering
section.

These two boys worked unceasingly throughout the entire year, and too much
credit cannot be given them for the sacrifices they made in behalf of Northern .
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Conclusion
THE past year has been one of fair success for the Northern athletic arms.
Each team has fought hard to win, and it has been the policy of the Athletic Department to operate on the basis of an open administration with "the cards on the table,"
and complete co-operation with the student body, alumni, college authorities and
supporters of the school and its athletics. The students on the other hand have
shown a willingness to support the teams in every sport, and with this spirit the
institution will continue to have the best teams that can be put on the gridiron, the
basketball court, the track and the baseball diamond. The recent addition to the
coaching staff in the person of \Villiam F. Meredith has proved a decided success.
Meredith assumed the duties connected with his post at Northern at a time when
careful management and supreme effort were realized to be necessary. He was
confronted with problems that were calculated to make the job an arduous one and
his efforts were at the mercy of critical scrutiny. Yet in the midst of all this he has
won the good will of every loyal student and alumnus. With such conditions predominating Northern should make rapid strides to the front in the athletic world .

.
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FRATERNITIES

Pan-Hellenic Council

Weber, Maloney , Pope
Rasor, Moreland, Soules
Reed, Jackson, Jenkins
Cohen, Baker
PROF. H . ]. WEBER, Chairman; JOHN E. R EED, Secretary; R OBERT BAKER, Treasurer
The Pan-Hellenic Council, composed of a member of each fraternity on the campus, h fl§
become the most active factor in the promotion of good will and friendl y feelings am dIDg
fraternal organizations and campus men. This year 192 6-27 has been most successful for thil
Council, as it has , throu g h its efforts maintained several old traditions and established a f ilW
pr\t:ced~..

~
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Theta Alpha Phi

NATIONAL HO NORARY DRAMA TIC

FRAlERNITY-Ohio Epsilon Chapter- Established 1924
FRATRES IN FACULTATE

Prof. Delores Dehus

Major Cliffe Deming

Mrs. Mae Deming McAlpin

Guy L. Smith

FRATRES IN UNIVERSITATE

Kyle Cummins
Calvin Jackson
Goerdis Ziegler

Robert D. Soules
Guerrin Buonpane
Annadale Curtis

Preston Coon
Margaret Fairchild
Ren Ledsky
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Martha Cretors
Marie Fialla

Theta Nu Epsilon
Founded at Wesleyan University, Middleton, Connecticut, 1870
FLOWER-Sweet Pea

COLoRs-Green and Black

Omicron Omicron - Established 1903
FRATRES IN FACULTATE

Ex. Sec. T. J. Smull
Prof. R. H. Schoonover
Dean E. E. Long

Prof. L. C. Sleesman
Prof. Cliff Deming
Dean Rudolph Raabe

Prof. H . L. Hamsher
Dean W. P. Henderson

FRATRES IN UNIVERSITATE

Glen Brookhart
Stewart McHenry
Paul Simmons
Jack Bertels
Preston Coon
Hoyt Downing
Harold Brown
Alexander D'Aurora
Lucien Young
Charles Merkle
Joseph Miller

Irwin Hart
Charles Lowe
Harry Sanford
Frank Stumpf
Lewis Francis
John Reed
Raymond Cookston
Lewis Shelley
Homer Anderson
Howard Keener
Edward Butler

Harold Sponsellor
LaVerne Ault
Cecil Livingston
Joseph Sweeney
Tolbert Grimm
James Baggott
\Villiam Kuhns
Nicolas Guj in
Robert Campbell
Thomas Adams

PLEDGES

Merlin Conde
William Iddings
Bertsell Henning
John Rossetti

Glendon Shafer
Robert Standen
Neil Welch
Benjamin Roberts

~
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Walter Crofton
Frederick Conrad

Henderson, D'Aurora, Schoonover, Raabe, Young, Smull
Sleesman, Stumpf, Demming, Long, Merkle, Hampshire
Butler, Cookston, Kuhns, Bertels, Brookhart, Downing
Sanford, Sweeney, Francis, Gugin, Sponseller, Grimm
Schafer, Lowe, Coon, Baggot, Shelly
Auit, Anderson, Miller, Brown

-
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Sigma Phi Epsilon
Founded at Richmond College 1901

COLORS-Purple and Blue

FLOWERS-A merican

Beauty Roses and Violets

Ohio Alpha Chaper Established 1905

FRATRES IN FACULTATE

Dean H. E. Huber
Prof. W. D. Niswander

Prof. C. H. Freeman
Dean E. C. Darnell

Prof. H. L. Kuester
Prof. W. E. Binkley

FRATRES IN UNIVERSITATE

Hugh Palmer
Ellison Kaufman
Russell Anspach
George Rice
Clare Davis
Frank Morgan
Arthur Wiles
John Schurman
Robert Baker
Russell N ewhardt
Steven Kormedy
Eugene Newland
John Anderson

Orland Y oximer
Corwin Black
Wei by Balliet
Raymond Dacek
Hayden Raabe
Robert Wilson
Joe Breck
Robert Jones
Robert Jameison
Verne Silbaugh
Carl Gruenert
Robert Biggs
Kvle Cummins

Gilbert Harmer
Russell Wood
Warren Fessler
Dean McGahan
John Gutknecht
Richard Wines
Eugene Drury
Harold Swan
Lawrence Newell
John Law
Christian Schurman
Lloyd Parrish

PLEDGES

Walter Stemple
Donald Rhodes
Charles Prince

Carl Maier
Edward Stickles
Guv Cratty

.
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William Daly
Marcell Monnot
Ralph Hondley

Keister, Silbaugh, Schurman, Huber, Anspach, Baker, Darnell
Binkley, Parish, Newhard, Freeman, Maier, Newell, Neiswander
Newland, Wood, Swan, Blackmore, Cummings, Kormendy, Dacek
Black, Palmer, Raabe, Wiles, Stickles, Drury, Jones
Fessler, Gutknecht, Wilson, Beggs, Prince, McKibben, Rhodes
Carter, McGahan, Kauffman, Schurman
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Delta Theta Phi
Founded by the consolidation of the three fratetrnities , Delta Phi Delta, Theta
Lambda Phi, and Alpha Kappa Phi at Chicago, Illinois, 1910.
OFFICIAL PURLICATION-Pap e r

Book

COLoRs-R eseda Green and White

FLOWER-White Carnation

Marshall Senate
FRATR ES IN FACULTATE

\Villiam P. Henderson

FR ATRES IN

Herman

J.

\Yeber

U RRE

\Y. \V. Runser

Justine McElroy

FRATRES IN UNIVERSITATE

Lelan S. Middleton
Robert D. Soules
George Pluchel
James Muth
Norman Moore
Theodore Ochs
Kenneth Robinson
Joseph Petro

Harold Kauffman
Stanley Ford
Robert Hall
George McNamara
Lee Thomas
William Martin
Howard \tV right
\tVi lliard Thomas

Leo Frankowski
E. \Y. McAndrews
William LaBorde
Frederick Williams
William Kennedy
Harold Carnahan
Robert Cassidy
Ernest Genovese

PLEDGES

George Steenland
Burt Kenyon
Paul Hunsinger
Charles Collett

Edwin Ray
Robert Cartee
Robert Allen
Carl Craig

.
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John McNamara
Edward Walpole
Willis Eibling
Leroy Hawishtr

Henderson, Cassidy, Petro, Frankowski, Weber
Ochs, Ford, Pluchel, Moore, McNamara
W. Thomas, Kennedy, Soules, L. Thomas, Williams
Muth, Middleton, Kaufman
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Sigma Pi
Founded at the University of Vinunnus
FLOWER-La'vender Orchid

COLORs-Lavender and White
NATIONAL PUBLICATION-Emerald of
CHAPT E R PUBLICATION-Zeta

Sigma Pi

Owl

FRATRES IN FACULTATE

Prof. Frank L. Rerger

Prof. Guy H. Elbin

Prof.

J. W. Alcroft

FRATRES IN URBE

Maj or James West

FRATRES IN UNIVERSITATE

Eugene Thomas
Paul W. Wadsworth
Verl P. Jenkins
Harold McDaniel
Henry W. Kattman
Errold W. Strubble
Kenneth Terry
Lloyd C. Stiles
Dwight Harvey
Altin Smith
H. J. Weiderman
Russell Mason

Frank Simmons
William Gur
Raymond Struble
Wessley Ruddick
George Overfield
Gilbert Strong
Harry S. Hammond
Paul Michels
Donald Currie
John J. Burgbacher
Paul VanNostrarJ
Leland States

Wilbur Anderson
Paul W. Yonkers
Kenneth
Hoffman
Thomas F. Goodyear
Gladden Warren
H. T. Miser
Ray Raum
Frank Long
Mervin Clark
l\1ac H. Cunningham
Charles Stoner

o.

PLEDGES

Donald Cottrill
Daniel Swope
Raymond Potter

J.

S. Richardson
Herb L. Rice
Glenn Mauk
Gordon Haight
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Julius Weber
Curtis Holbein
Wallace Hite

Berger, Michael, Yonkers, Thomas, Wadsworth, Elbin
Ruddick, Cunningham, Mason, Weideman, Kattman, Hoffman, Hammond
Terry, Potter, Shoup, Currie, Struble, Burbacher, States
Long, Goodyear, Geer, Smith, McDaniel, Stoner, Richardson
Swope, Haight, Anderson, Harvey, Overfield, Miser, Holbein
Styles, Rice, Mauk
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Kappa Psi
Founded at New Haven, Connecticut, 1879
COLORS-Scarlet nnd Gray

FLOW ER-R ed Car natio n

Gamma Delta Chapter Established 1920

FRATRES IN FACULTATE

Prof. L. C. Sleesman
Dean R. Raabe

Prof. H. L. Hamsher
Dean H . E. Huber

F RATRES IN UNIVER SITATE

E. J. Honeck
. R. T. Quillen

C. L. Rardin
,V. R. Day
H. F. Hildebrand
W. N. Hight
W. J. Ketrow
L. L. Pierron
E. W. Jackson, JI.

A. P. Hill

E. M. Rhuark
\V. R. Furney
E. I. Bell
R. C. Bartram
E. J. Young
P. E. Beck

G. E. Rasor
L. Lowe

R. O. Hutchison
J. F. Shumacker
D. H. Brown
H. J. Sullivan
E. R. Bair
P. L . Moreton

J. P. Cook
H. A. Bettinger
C. A. Henninger

PLEDGES

C. L. Bell
W. O. Rowland

R. P . Orr

H . F . Erick
J. F. Gindlesberger
D . D. Stringer
H. L. Cramer

-
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H. C. Miller
K. W. Barnes
G. \V. Rainer

Huber, Quillen, Rasor, Moreton, Bell, Hampshire
Bartram, Hill, Sleesman, Raabe, Furney, Dickinson
Bair, Jackson, Barnes, Day, Orr, Shumaker
Brown, Hutchinson, Cook, Hildebrand, Roland, Hess
Young, High, Henninger, Miller, Sullivan, Beck
Lowe, Bettinger, Ranier, Erick, Gindlesberger
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Delta Sigma Phi
Founded at College of City of New York, 1899
NATIONAL PUBLICATION-uThe

Carnation"

C HAPTER PUBLICATlON-(( The

Link"

COLORS-Nile Green and White

FLOWER-White Carnation
Established 1920

FRATRES IN FACULTATE

Prof. Jesse Ray Harrod
Prof. James A. Whitted
Prof. Vernon VanBuren
Prof. John T. Fairchild
Prof. Alexander Webb

FRATRES IN UNIVERSITATE

Alexander W. Radase (President)
Calvin G. Jackson
Frank J. Hardesty
Carl E,. Lehman
Theodore Spoeri
Leon E. Wolford
Jesse Long
Earl P. Hartley
Kenneth Still
Myron Easton

Don Cameron
George Bloomgren
.Tohn Yount
James Francis
Ames Campbell
Carl Eversman
Stewart Ake
James Krug
Ralph Wright

Robert David
Paul Parcell
Dale Emmons
Lehman Oakley
John Leaders
Francis D. Kuckuck
Ralph Snyder
Jesse W . Keenan
Brooks Huber

PLEDGES

John Priddy
Charles H. White
Milton S. Whipp
Harmon West
Maurice 1. Miller
Robert H. Work

Ralph Chapman
Russel E. Ake
Con Thompson
.T. Albert Welch
\Villis Shade
Richard E. Long

.
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Jack Mustard
Wilmot H. Whitehead
Clarence W. Bowman
W m. G. Chapman
Rob't F. Jones

\Vebb, Krug, Lehman, VanBuren, Oakley, Spoeri, Harrod
Whitted, Francis, Wolford, Hartley, Wright, Radase, Hardesty ,
Keenan, Still, Easton, Long, Cameron, Welsh, Miller
Snyder, Huber, Leaders, Long, Parcell, Emmons, Bloomgren
Shade, David, Work, Jackson, Priddy, White, Bowman
Kuckuck, Mustard, Yount, Chapman
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Sigma Delta Kappa
LEGAL FRA TERNITY

Founded at University of Michigan, 1914
COLORs-Red and Black

FLOWER-Red Carnation
OFFICIAL PUBLICATION-Si-De-Ka
OMICRON CHAPTER

Established 1923
FRATRES IN FACULTATE

Judge Stephen A. Armstrong- Emeritus
Prof. M. B. Underwood

Prof E. Vergon Smith

FRATRES IN UNIVERSITATE

L. C. Mares

H. H. Creighton

Alexander Hyzer

Wayne Fee
Tom Cooper

H. L. Mull
E. A. Musser
Lloyd A. Pelton

M. B. Jenkins
F. \V. Ellis

C. W. Sickafoose
Robert Fulford
C. L. Peterson
A. L. Bowles

c. G. Fischer
Stewart Moreland
H. C. Walker
Willis Himebaugh
David E . Crowe
Horace Montgomery

PLEDGES

Robert Pressler
Thane Spahr
Drexel Dawson

Virgil Crowl
Vincent Zurz
Howard Terwilliger

.
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Donald Powers
Herbert Kerr
Arthur Swisher

Underwood, Smith
King, Bowles, Fulford, Hyzer, Musser
Sharp, Pressler, Pelton, Peterson, Crowe
Mares, Mull, Moreland, Jenkins, Walker
Ellis, Fischer

~
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Alpha Epsilon Pi
Founded at New York University, 1913
COLORs-Blue and Gold

FLOWER-A rbor

NATTIONAL PUBLICATION-Alpha

Vitae

Epsilon Pi Quarterly

CHAPTER PU BLICATION-Kappa Kapers

Kappa Chapter Established, 1923
FRATRES IN UNIVERSITATE

Victor Cohen
Max E. Arons
Edward J. Rabb
Joseph M. Goldwasser
Milton B. Altholz
Gerald F. Lefkowitz

Julius Matz
David D. Beletsky
Marcus L. Friedman
Archie L. Schreiber
Sol Berko
Manuel Cremer

Larry Be rman
Robert B. Bubar
Sam C. Swerdlow
Sidney Finn
Benjamin Goldberg

PLEDGES

Sam Stetelman
David L. Dembovitz
Norman Cohen

Max H. Swerdlow
Marvin E. Kyman
Henry R. Porus
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David Stein
Manuel Levitt
Abner Fine

Levitt, Goldwasser, Rabb, Fine
Beletsky, Schreiber, Bubar, Dembovitz, V. Cohen, Bermen
Porus, Finn, Cremer, Berko, Friedman
Lefkowitz, Kyman, N. Cohen, Matz, Goldberg
M. Swerdlow, S. Swerdlow
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Theta Kappa Phi
Founded at Lehigh University , 1922
FLOW ER- C 01 u m bine

COLORS-Gold. Crimson and Silver
NATIONAL

PUBLICATION-The Sun of Theta Kappa Phi

Zeta Chapter Established 1925

FRATRES IN FACULTATE

Prof. Michael l\1azulla

FRATRE S IN UNIVERSITATE

Arthur C. Hair, Pres.
Vernon Marchal, Vice Pres.
John D. Maloney , Sec.
Michael DelBene, Treas .
Don J. Lapolla

Carmen Lanese
Lawrence Fisher
Jerry Franz
Neil Kennedy
Bernard Kennedy

Paul C. Cussen
Martin H. Hunker
Cyril J. Sherman
l\1atthew Jacoby

PLEDGES

John W. Schwartz
Robert Lee Stein
Ransom Hassel
Peter Oddo
Theodore Stallkamp

Victor Rianchi
Ross Donnelly
Michael Ryan
Anthony Lapolla

.
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Bart Rowers
\Valter Owezark
Andrew Yeager
Francis Corrigan

Marchall, Hunker, Bianche, Donnolly, D. Lapolla
Franz, A. Lapolla, Mazzulla, Del Bene, Haid
Maloney, Fisher, Corrigan, Owczarek, Stein
Yaager, Rowers, Czap, Jacoby, Schartz
Kennedy, N. Kennedy, Sherman
Hassell, Stallkamp

~
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Phi Mu Delta
Founded at University of Vermont, 1918
COLo~s-Black >

FLOW ER-] onquil

White and Gold

PUBLICATION-The Phi Mu Delta Triangle

NATIONAL

M u Beta Chapter Established 1926

FRATRES IN FACULTATE

Prof. Gray
Prof. Campbell

Prof. Weber
Prof. Fe brache

Prof. Underwood
Prof. Lamale

FRATRES IN UNIVERSITATE

Elmer R. Clarkson
Donald H. McIver
Paul J. Brooks
Walter D. Moulton
Oscar W. Buchanan
Willis Arn
Oliver R. Jones
Donald H. Kempton
Harry C. Sidener
Alfred J. Barker

Maurice H. Freas
Henry A. Mickley
Guy E. Lindersmith
Willis H. Winkler
Homer Micklethwait
L. Stanley Ford
Frank Springer
Harold E. Treby
Paul L. Harris
Winslow B. Pope

Donald R. Brumley
Louis Blankenhorn
Stewart S. Thayer
Jay F. Wingard
Oliver B. Schmiedel
Lathum G. Luikart
Horace Montgomery
Harold G. Wood
J. Kermit Miser
l\1erle Johnson

PLEDGES

Norman D. Ackley
John Simmons

Carl Hershberger
Francis Meeker
Clifford McClung
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Wilbur Augenstein
Robert D. Allen

Underwood, Ford, Brumley, Gray, Pope, McIver, Smull
Weber. Ackley, Wood, Ferbrache, Arn, Augenstein, Campbell
Kempton, Luikart, Jones, Sidener, Johnson, Lindersmith, Montgomery
Buchanan, Barker, Treby, Mickley, Winkler, Thayer, Springer
Clarkson, Moulton, Brown, Micklethwait, Blankenhorn, Simmons
Wingerd
Meeker, Miser, Brooks, Freas
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Pennsylvania Club
We, the members of the Pennsylvania Club, having founded our Home December the
1st., 1926, have dedicated this organization to promote the deserving interest
of our University and the good will and fellowship among Pennsylvania and other out of state students.

F LOWER-G olden Rod

COLORs-Red and White

OFFICERS

Clyde \V. Ross, Secretary
Norman D. Senf, Treasurer

Raymond C. Ross, President
Norris Blanden, Vice-President

HONORARY MEMBERS

Dr. Thomas J. Smull

Prof. L. C. Sleesman

Prof. Guy H. Elbin

ME;vtBERS

R. C. Ross
Norris Blanden
C. W. Ross
Norman Senf
Floyd Gieger
Albert Sloan

Russell Craig
Ralph Gummo
Vaugh Whiskers
Warren E. Smith, Jf.
Howard l\1 cKin ley
Francis Meeker
Gail Caldwell

James Azerelli
Cecil Edwards
Paul Brooks
M. R. Jenkins
K.L. Terry
Clarence Fisher

PLEDGES

Ralph McKibbon
Carl D. Anderson
Charles A. Goodell

J. L. Roberts
Ross A. Lash
lVlelvin F. Zeigler

~
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Lester A. Stewart
Charles F. Tippin
Lucius G. Beard

Meeker, E1bin, Sloan
Fairchild, Ross, Smull, Senf, Sleesman
Whisker, Terry, Gummo, Geiger, Craig
Brooks, Smith, Edwards, Fischer, manden
AzzareIli, McKibben, Caldwell, Anderson

~
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New York Club
We, the students of New York state, at Ohio Northern University, are here in order
to promote the deserving interests of our university, to secure everlasting
good fellowship among the students from New- York, and to insure
forever the high and noble place which New York state
now occupies in our Love, Honor and Esteem.

OFFICERS

Lawrence G. Brian, President
John Seaton, Vice-President

Roy Clark, Secretary
Alfred Stoll, Treasurer

HONORARY MEMBERS

Prof. J. T. Fairchild

Prof. L. C. Sleesman

Dr. T. J. Smull

ACTIVE MEMBERS

Arth ur Adams
Anthony Barone
George Beck
Charles Beckwith
Paul Blume
Lawrence Brian
Roy Clark
Murlyn Conde
Lynn Cooley

Harold Ely
Stanley Evans
James Herendeen
Kenneth Herring
Frank Luciano
John Maloney
Kenneth Marmon
Michael Mazzulla

Charles Pospisil
Anthony Schifino
John Seaton
Alfred Stoll
Arnold Thurber
William Vickio
Gustave Weber
John vVestfall

ASSOCIATE MEMUERS

George Miller

Maurice Anderson

PLEDGES

W i1 bur Cameron

Robert Carrier

.
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Edmund Pankow

Maloney, Cooley, Blume, Westphall
Fairchilds, Brian, Sleesman, Clark, Smull
Stall, Thurber, Barone, Herring, Seaton
Herenden, Adams
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Alpha Phi Gamma
HOXORARY JOURNALISTIC FRATERNITY

Founded at Ohio Northern University, 1923
NATIOXAL
F LO\VER- W

PL'BLICATION-Tlze Black and White
COLORs-Bla ck and IPlzite

Iz it e Carn ation
Alpha Chapter

ASSOCIAT E MEMBERS

Dean H. E. Huber

Dr. C. H. Freeman
Dr. Ralph Parlette
FRATRES IN UNIVERSITATE

Willis Arn

J. M. Anderson
Florence Barnes
Corwin Black
Donald Brumley
Raymond Cookston
Michael DelBene
Grace Dickson
Bernice Edwards
Lewis Francis
Donald Geist

Louise Herron
Frank Hardesty
\Villis Haught
Calvin Jackson
Albert Joseph
Jesse Long
Rachel Lippincott
Gerold Lefkowitz
George MeN amara
Barbara Moore
TroIa McCurdy
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Henry lVlickley
Ha rry Pinchefsky
Beatrice Powell
A. \V. Radase
Theodore Spoeri
Lester Stewart
Lee States
Ralph Snyder
Joseph Sweeney
Harold Treby
Ralph Wright

Wright, Snyder, Sweeney, Freeman, Arn, Huber
Moore, Brumley, Joseph, Del Bene, Lippincott, McNamara
Treby, Lefkowitz, Jackson, Long, Radase, Wingerd
Cookston, Francis, Haught, Pinchefsky, Edwards
Spoeri, Hardesty, Lapolla, Dixon
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Beta Chi Alpha
NATIOXAL

PUBLICATION-Beta Chi Alpha Magazine

COLORs-Red and White

FLOWER-W hite Vio let

Iota Chapter- Established 1924

FRATRES IN FACULTATE

Prof. C. W. Pettit

F RATRES IN UNIVERSITATE

Flora Ellen Martin

George MeN amara

Mary Kennedy

Harold Sponseller

Donald Brumley

Willis Arn

Michael DelBene

Hoyt Downing

Arthur C. Haid

Vernon Marehall

Don Lapolla

Horace Montgomery
Ro bert Soules
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Brumley, Lapolla
Sponseller, Marchall, Pettit, Del Bene, McNamara
Soules, Montgomery, Haid, Arn, Kennedy
Martin, Joseph

•
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Senior Poem
Standing on the shore of the Sea of Life
A t the beginning of the day,
I watched the billows of trials roll high
And cover the rocks with spray.
As I stood there watching this raging sea
Toward the eastern sky, I happened to look,
There upon a pedestal of gold
Appeared a magnificent book.

A guiding hand its contents revealed
And from its pages I began to read
These were the words it gave to me,
These beautiful words we need:
"Remember, dear youth, your days are short
And it's time that you should grasp
The oars of your canoe and paddle hard
If you would conquer Life's task.
Build up your mind, body, and soul
Free from the habits unfair;
Do unto others as ye would be done by,
And surely a crown you'll wear."
In a twinkling of an eye it vanished away
But its advice will linger long

If you would voyage successfully on the Sea of Life ,
You must paddle your canoe alone.
-Written by RALPH WRIGHT,

-

Class Po et, Senior Class of 1927.
Ohio Northern University.

-
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CLUBS

Jones, Tichnor, Schurman, Haager
Leaders, Seaton, Wadsworth

Engineers' Executive Committee
The Engineers' Executive Committee is composed of men selected from the four
engineering societies. Its purpose is to promote the activities of the College of
Engineering during the school year, and especially to plan and conduct the annual
Engineers' week program.
Following this week comes the annual inspection week for the purpose of bringing
the students into close contact with the leading manufacturing concerns of the middle
west. This year a very profitable week was spent in Chicago and vicinity under the
direction of Dean John A. Needy.

OFFICERS
ALFRED TICHENOR ______________________________ - C hairll1an

JOHN
PA UL

A.
L.

SCH URMM\ ----- _________ -----------Vice-Chairman
HAAGER _ ___________ _ ____________ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ Secretary

OLIVER JONES ___________________________________ Treasurer

COMMITTEES
John A. Seaton, M echanicals
Paul Wadsworth, Electricals
John Leaders, Ci'vil.~
Stanlev Whittlesey, Chemicals
Paul L. Haager, Publicity
.

_

1 <::h

_

Cullings, Blackmore, Marmon, Bloomgren, Yount, Snow, Stiles, Ruth, McQuade
Sillin, Kohli, Kennedy, Tanner, Stahl, Sanders, Whipp, Williams, Neisz
Figueroa, Bryan, Pigossi, Henning, Fessler, Jolnston, Haager, Sheldon
Blume, Carrier, Needy, Lehman, Weber, Webb, Clark

Civil Engineers
The Ohio Northern branch of the American Society of Civil Engineers has
enjoyed an exceptionally progressive year.

A material change has been made in the directing of the society.

In former

years it was the custom to obtain a professor or a business-man to give a short talk at
each meeting.

Now there is scarcely any dependence placed upon the professors or

business-men.

Instead a member is chosen at one meeting to present a talk at the

following session.

This has proved very satisfactory as it gives the student the experi-

ence of expressing himself in public.

~
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McKibbon, Potter, Nichols, McGaughen, \\Tolford, Kuckuck , Puffenberge r
Ellis, Craig, Scalese, Woods, Malone y , Culler, Moulton
Freas , McKitrick, Sloan, Wright , Cameno, Schwartz, Shade, Mo yse
Clark, Tichenor, Needy, Ely, Leaders , Webb , Scanlin

Civil Engineers
The society contemplates making a change in the rules regarding the acceptance of

new members.

According to the present methods any civil engineering student may

join the society by paying his respective dues.

Next year it is believed that a rule will

be passed that will require a candidate to attend at least seventy-five per cent of the
meetings for the year previous to his acceptance.
Professor Web b has been chosen to act as sponsor of the society.

Wit h his broad

practical experience in engineering work and his desire to mix with the students, it is
felt that the society has a very capable leader.

..
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Miller, Randall, Bowman, Luikart, Welker, Yoximer, Masters, Hill, Light
Stumph, 'Varren, RundeIJ, Gummo, Hershberger, McIver, Kilheffer, Adams
Wooley, Cookston, Pope, Effinger', L. Luikart, Martin , David, Williams, Leatherman
Simmons, Wadsworth , Needy, Campbell, Heft, Neff, Mathews
Clark, Merkle, Cherry, Strohe, Rosebrook

Electrical Engineers
The Ohio Northern branch of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers was
organized in 1912.

Since its organization it has stood for the betterment of the

engineer along electrical lines as well as social.

At the beginning of this school year, Prof. 1. S. Campbell was elected faculty
advisor.

With his helpful suggestions, the association has had one of its best years,

if not the best since its appearance on the campus.

,
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Ziegler, Bondley, Damon, Ackley, Stoner, Peterson, Dern, Snedeker, Schifino
Garn, Ruth, Hartley, Lowe, Robinson, Hartshorn, Ligget, Hensel, Lash
Runyan, Poling, Lindersmith, Pope, Brooks, Ruehrmund, Dodson, Suber
Cottrell, Wadsworth, Needy, Campbell, Heft, Neff, Mathews
McGahan, Caladay, Trimbur, Smith, Althaus

Electrical Engineers
The electricals held bi-monthly meetings throughout the year.

Technical talks

were given at these meetings, and engineering topics of interest were discussed.

These

talks were usually given by students, but often throughout the year different professors
contributed many ideas that were of interest to the young engineers.
Several smokers and social programs were given in order to bring together every
electrical and to try to induce each one to attend the meetings more regularly.
this way a better feeling of fellowship was developed.
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Hardesty, Herring, Johnson, Leonard, Strong, Keener, Burnette
Pospisil, Cooley, Miller, Easton, Griffith, Emmons, Francis, Lanese
Goodyear, Vickio, Chappell, Watson, Parcell, Hassel, Kussauf, Graves
Seaton, Schurman, Needy, Campbell, Haager, Lee, Longenecker
Emery, Spoeri, Jones, Cameron

Mechanical Engineers
The Ohio Northern University student hranch of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, under the able direction of this year's officers passed through
another very successful year.
The purpose of this society is to promote the interest of mechanical engineering
education and to bring the undergraduate into closer contact with new developments in
the mechanical engineering field.

Meetings were held every two weeks, for the pur-

pose of discussing various engineering projects.
Membership has been steadily increasing for the past few years and the society
is now one of the leading engineering organizations on the campus.
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Smucker, Blume, Senf, Williams
McKinley, Meeker, Good, Burbacker, Patterson
Hanna, Jones, Needy, Whittlesey, Sleesman, Rowers

Chemical Engineers
The Ohio Northern Society of Chemical Engineers was formed in 1919 under
the leadership of Prof. Sleesman.

I t was organized to promote friendship and interest

among the students in this branch of engineering.
Though being the smallest of the engineering societies, great interest has been
taken in the organization by the members.

The society has enj oyed a high percentage

of membership and attendance from the students enrolled in the chemical department.

Ri-weekly meetings are held at which time the chemical knowledge of the members is broadened by talks given by the students and outside speakers upon themes
relative to this subject.

Smokers are held each quarter where the members are brought

into much closer social contact.

-
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Hall , Sharp, Joseph, Roman, Bernstein, Ford , Coons, Kormendy, Cohen. Ed w ards , Dacek,
Newland, Stew ardt
Moore , Lapolla, Matz , Young , Pluchel , Pinchefsky, Goldw asser, Mastandry, Moreland,
Marchall , Aarons, Kauffman, Pierson
Suid, DeAurora, Muth, Haid, Benkovitz, Livingston, Britz, Fialla, Downing, Margolis , Ross,
Adkins
Musser, Weber, Pettit, Henderson, Underwood, Smith, Soules
Fitterman , Kaylor, Jones, King , Oaks , Middleton, Springer, Beletsky

Law Association
The Law Association, representing all the students enrolled in the College of
Law, is organized principally to promote good fellowship among the students and to
help them in preparing for their future profession.
Officers having been elected during the prevIOUS quarter, the work of the asso/,jation was ready to begin immediately upon the opening of the fall quarter.
'The first social event was an informal party given by the law faculty at the
Odd Fellows' Hall.

The entertainment, furnished by the members, was one which

might justly be termed unsurpassable .
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Dembowitz, VanNostran, Betras, Fischer, Silbaugh, Thomas, Raabe, Mock
Alholtz, Turner, Frankowski, Currie, Jenkins, Michaels, Raum, Schreiber
Wiedemann, Hunker, DelBene, Thomas, Gothelf, Curtis, Musca, Azzerella, Mickley
Musser, Weber, Pettit, Henderson, Underwood, Smith, Soules

Law Association
During the winter quarter, under the auspices of the association, several very
worth-while lectures were given by some of the more prominent members of the Ohio
Bar.

Judge Clark, of Canton, Ohio, might especially be mentioned.
Due to the untiring efforts of the faculty, t he students' interest in the routine

of court work was keenly developed through the varying questions argued in Moot
Court every Tuesday.
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McDonald, Wines,. Stickles, Levitt, Beck, Steenland, Monnott, Rozetti, Hunsinger
Dworkin, Fuller, Cummins, Allen, Herchid, Kyman, Berko, Swan, Graybill
Zelebreeze, Budin, DeGrandes, Schifman, Janette, Ake, Corso, Lapolla
Musser, Weber, Pettie, Henderson, U nderw :lO d , Smith, Soules
Evans, Terwilliger, Everett, Schreiber

Law Association
The shortness of the spring term did not deter the Ass8ciation's activities
least.

III

the

Under the guiding hand of the officers for the previous quarter, the organization

functioned in a very creditable manner.

A very successful social event of the term was a big smoker. Here the young
lawyers turned out in unprecedented numbers. An evening with many beneficial
resul ts was provided to all those who attended.
Several speakers of note were procured, who added a wonderful store of new ideas

to the minds of the embryo lawyers.

To secure all of these men it was not necessary

to search at a great distance, as one of the prominent speakers was Mr. Brower, the
City Manager of Lima.
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Workman, Thayer, Morton, Lower, Ridgeway, Hoy, Kriesman, Haight, Fithen, Althof
Kafer, Powers, Keplinger, Keenan, Hammond, Yeager, Blostein, Richardson, R. Struble, Hill
Demarsh, Rousch, Bading, Shigley, Markeese, Treby, Biancki, Porous
Struble, Harrod, Hamsher, Raabe, Sleesman, Kuester, Honeck
Kronig, Bartram, Bair, Kibler, Brubach

Ohio Northern Pharmaceutical Association
FOUNDED

1905

COLORs-Red and Green
"Semel Medicnmentarius Semper Medicamentarius"

This organization is represented by its members in all parts of the world and
consists of students in the College of Pharmacy as well as members actively engaged in
the practice of the profession and others of fame in the fields of medicine and chemistry.
The purpose of the organization is to further the profession of Pharmacy and
create the highest standards and ideals possible for the profession .
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Materson, Phillips, Erbaugh, Barker, Baughman, Bower, Messer, J. Anderson, Furney, Koch
Work, Barnes, Fry, Strine, Beam, Blum, Haury, Haver, Perhach, Day, Gindlesberger
Marshall, Morris, Sosa, Sanfilippo, M. Swerdlow, Sugranes, Overfield, Dresher, Summers,
Goda, Ketrow, Breting
Struble, Harrod, Hamsher, Raabe, Sleesman, Kuester, 'Hoeneck
Bassichis, Livingston, S. Swerdlow, Youll, West, Shellinsky, Oweszarch

Pharmaceutical Association
The organziation has enjoyed a steady growth since its ongm m 1905 with a
small group to its present day status of 1675 members of which 177 are enrolled in the
College of Pharmacy at the present time.
A great deal of the association's success is due to the earnest and diligent efforts of
Dean Raabe and Professor Hamsher, who are permanent presiding officers, and whose
stamp of approval is always wisely and considerately given to all new endeavors only
after it has been given a thorough and careful investigation.
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Horwitz, Cook, Rasor, Franz, Shumacker, Sullivan, High, Rainer, Hildebrand, Tippin
Valenti, Beck, Flowers, Blankenhorn, Newhard, M. Anderson, Hutchinson, Teegarden, Huffman,
Quillen
Snay, Berman, Jackson, Bettinger, Parish, Borbeck, Bell, Pierron, Young, Stringer, Gugliotta
Struble, Harrod, Hamsher, Raabe, Sleesman, Kuester, Honeck
Holbein, Kates, Morris, Sorgen, Lorentz, Ka rlinski, Reeser

Pharmaceutical Association
In the F all Quarter one of its members a freshman, Victor Mitchell, by name was
called to the Great Beyond.

The organization was further saddened by the loss of

another of its active student members, Harold F ares, through the call of death.

These

two members were well liked by all, and the association feels that it has lost two of
its finest members.
Under the auspices of the association an inspection tour to Indianapolis for the
junior and senior Pharmics was planned.

This trip included a visit to the Eli Lilly

Mfg. Co.'s pharmaceutical and biological manufacturing house and the biological
farms.

These trips give the student a keener insight and fuller vision of the great

field of pharmacy and its possibilities and responsibilities.

Micklethwait, Cramer, Hoffmen, Fisher, Fall, Harmer, Caesar
Donally, Bubar, Cussin, Kennedy, Erick, Miller, Lowe
Samolar, Saltzman, Hess, Tresnicka, Brown, Chalky, Shawl, Cratty, Fleisher
Struble, Harrod, Hamsher, Raabe, Sleesman, Kuester, Honeck

Pharmaceutical Association
Pharmacy Week at the University was observed through the Open House Plan.
Here the public became acquainted with true pharmacy and what it means to the
public .

This week was of an instructive and entertaining nature for both the phar-

mics and the interested puhlic.
The faculty and student officers of this year hope that all members will remember
that the profession is worthy of all they can give and that they discharge their obligations with honor to their Alma Mater, to the profession and to themselves.
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Huston, Quinn, Tidd, Welling, Rambaugh, McClure, Seitz, Case, Vassar, Tait
Dunbar, Simmons, 'Vy att , Shade, Harshbarger, Poe, Ruchfield, McKibben, Cayton, Reed,
'Volfe, Crarner
Ginn, Reynolds, Myers, Ruth, SwerIein, Jennings, Park, Selander, Rarney, Parmer, Fritz
Galladay, Sanders, Terry, Darnell, Ray, Parlette, Long
Floyd, Kreisher, Shell, Younkrnan, Kroske

Educational Association
Membership in the Educational Association is open to all students in the College
of Education and to those students in the College of Liberal Arts who are anticipating
entry into the teaching profession.

The association was established in order th at a

professional spirit might be developed and cultivated among the prospective teachers.
Since, at the present time, educators have come to the realization that correct
teaching is accomplished through an understanding of the scientific viewpoint, this
organization has a unique place to fill.
Each Monday evening throughout the past school year many interesting meetings
were held.

At these meetings several noted professional educational men have been
Also quite frequently there were students who

present to deliver messages of interest.
presented real worthwhile topics.

~
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Boroff, Ricketts, Liggett, St. John, Roush, Dubbs , Brown, Woods, Bonham, Humbert, Contris,
Hamilton, Johnson
Badatcher, Morrison, Fisher, Miller, W orrell, Cooper, Long, Galladay , Witten, Shultz, Merlin,
Saltzman, Lemon
Hueberger, Dempster, H ocken, Law , Feasel, John, Daniels, Bream, Conn, McDowell, Bird
Teeter, Sanders, Terry, Parkette, Darpell , Ray, Stonehill
Geisler, Sleesman, Augenstein, Ham , Steinman, Caldwell

Educational Association
I t is interesting to note that from these meetings there has been evolved an understanding of the aims and functions of education.

The teacher should have three prin-

cipal aims : first, to understand his pupils; second, to know his subject matter; and
third, to develop effective methods .
Since the responsibility for the future citizenship of the nation is in the hands d
the teachers, it can easily be seen that the instructor occupies a very important position.
The association has brought to its members a fuller realization of the magnitude and
far-reaching possibilities of the profession.
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Merlino, Cotner, Bish, Bam, McAlpin, Tarnoszi
Burnett, Cramer, Keith, Breck, Black, Martin, Klingler
Campbell, Bune, Weingarten, Poling, Kachley, Carper, Kiblinger
Simmons, Swonger, Truex, Ashcroft, \Vilcox, Smith, Rundell

Spanish Club
The mam object of the Spanish Club is to familiarize the student with the language and customs of

Spain and to develop a finer appreciation of Spanish Literature.

At the meetings, instructive and entertaining programs are carried out in Spanish
and much interest has been manifested.

Much credit is due to Miss Helen Willis, our

instructor.

E.

CRAM ER ___ __ _ _________ _ _ - - _____ _ ______ __ ____ _ President

FLORA ELLEN MARTAIN
MARY

____________ _ ______ _ ______ Secretarl'

CAMPBELL ________________________________ Treasurf'r
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A. Allen, Arnold, Latham, Harvey, Allen, Hattery, Epley, Miller, Belleville, Schaffer, Quinn
Heinla, Snell, King, McGinnis, Siniff, Poling, Crofton, Morris, Piffer, Sill
Ellis, Rose, Blosser, Kissling, Hune, Buchfield, Swonger, Kachley, McKinley, Desenberg
Drey, Battles, Elliot, Long, Anderson, Forrey, \Veintraub
McClung, Welch, Reddish, Standon, Butler, Euhler, Hite, Wokaty

Commercial Club
The Ohio Northern University Commercial Club was reorganized in October,
1924 and since that time has played a vital part in the education of the Commercial
students at Northern.
I t is an organization whose motives are the creating of interest

In

business prob-

lems and practices among the students.
The meetings that are held at regular intervals are of an educational as well
as a social nature.

At that time Professors and prominent business men address the

group on subjects of interest to those anticipating on entering- the business world and
all others who are interested in general business.
the interest on the part of the students .
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This serves to create and keep alive

Fidler, Hall, Cole, Jackson, Edwards, Kuckuck, Chariton, Francis, Sprague
Anderson, Hoover, Coon, Ziegler, Soules, Moorman, Long, Fogle, Buonpane, Harris
Shade, Cummins, Bodkins, Brooks, Ross, Poe, Edwards, Stepleton
Ransdell, Ledsky, Fialla, Deming, Lorentz, McNamara, Craig

Northern Players
The Dramatic Club of Ohio Northern University represents one of the outstanding organizations on the campus.

Because of its interesting and beneficial results many

talented and interested students seek its membership.
The club holds its meetings each Thursday evening in Franklin Hall.

At these

meetings the business of the club is discussed, followed by varied programs consIstmg
of readings, music, and one act plays.

Quite frequently the club is favored by helpful

and inspiring talks from various outside sources.

To Maj or Deming, this organization owes its success and growth.
competent direction many successful plays have been given.

.
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Under his

Jackson, Buonpane
Cummins, Hoover, Ledsky
Fialla, Deming, Freeman

Her Husband's Wife
One of the most interesting events of the fall quarter was the presentation of the
comedy, "Her Husband's Wife," by the Northern Players.

The cast was composed

of six members: Ben Ledsky as Stewart Randolph, the very devoted young husband;
Aldisa Freeman as Irene Randolph, his wife, who, convinced that she will not live
long, has chosen a wife for her husband; Calvin Jackson as Richard Belcon, Irene's
younger brother, who is very much in love with Emily Ladew, charmingly portrayed
by Marie Fialla; Kyle Cummins, as John Beldon, Irene's uncle, who delighted the
audience by his explosive and witty remarks; and Marjorie Hoover, who acted commendably in the character of Nora, the maid.
The success of the play was due largely to the expert coaching of Maj or Deming .
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Thomas, McDaniels
Clark, Tichenor, Stoll, Wiles
Brumley, Lanese, Lehman, Adams, Williams
Watson, Aarons, Rasor, Mares, Bowers, Kaylor, Schifino

"Tooth and Claw"
Suggestive of rigid enforcement and castigation comes
to Northern's campus.

"TOOTH and CLAW"

Organized by students with the co-operation of the Dean of

men, this group had as its function the enforcement of all Freshmen rules, as well as
the task of meting out justice to the offenders.
Composed of ten fraternity men and ten non-fraternity men, the personnel was
decidedly representative of the studen t-body.
nated time or as the occasion demanded,

Meeting in fraternity houses at a desig-

"TOOTH and CLAW" governed unruly

"frosh" in an admirable manner.

"TOOTH and CLAW' filled a gaping hole in the social life at Northern, and
introduced to our campus the rudiments of class distinction.
approval of faculty and student-bcdy it is quite evident that
has entrenched itself securely in the traditions of Northern .

.
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Securing the hearty

"TOOTH and CLAW"

Yoximer, Brewer, Peterson
Emmons, Rosebrook, Wooley, Merkle, Mel ver
Robinson, Rhuermund, Hensel, Blume, David, Keenen
Althouse, Kilheffer, Mathews, Campbell, Neff, Smith, Lash

Radio Club
The Ohio Northern Radio Club was re-organized last fall and has enjoyed a
very successful year.

The club is now affiliated with the American Radio Relay

League, a national organization for the advancement of the radio art .
Amateur radio station 8-PP is owned and operated by the club and many messages are sent and received daily.
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McCleary, Smith, Ham
Mickley, Winkler, Geist, Treby, Roberts
Kempton, Potter, Wood, Eversman

Y. M. C. A. Cabinet
Under the leadership of J. Austin Potter, who has been General Secretary for
two years, the Y. M. C. A. has continued to make progress. The Cabinet has had as
its motto, "Build with the fore-thought of the ages."
The first major function was the "All University Mixer" held during the first
week of the fall quarter. Due to the efforts of committees representing both the Y. M.
C. A. and the Y. W. C. A., the affair was a great success.
The devotional meetings have proved to be of greater interest this year, there
being a more consistent attendance. Under the direction of the social chairman, several
of the regular meetings were given over to real friendly social gatherings. Above all,
the Y. M. C. A. has sought to be friendly to all, particularly to the new-comers and
in carrying out this policy, the General Secretary planned a fine mixer for all Hi- Y
men of the University, which proved to be a great success.
During the Christmas holidays Mr. Potter with two of the Cabinet went to
Milwaukee to attend the great National Student Conference of the Y. M. C. A. It
was a wonderful experience and the motto that was printed on the last program
received there- "Milwaukee past, yet forever ours"-\vill most certainly be evidenced
in the steady progress that will continue .
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Smith, Fiasel, Swerlein
Kennedy, Park, Lorenz, Moore, Dixon
Goodell, Chiles, Wilson, Mrs. Whitted, Engle, Artz

Y. W. C. A. Cabinet
Throughout the year the program of the Y. W. C. A. has been one of true helpfulness to every member of the organization. The girls have been made to feel that
they, as a Christian Association, are a link in the great international chain formed by
the young women of this world-wide movement. The beautiful spirit of the leaders of
the Lake Geneva Conference has been a vital source of inspiration for their own
devotional services. F or the firs.t time in several years they were privileged to haw
the National Secretary, Miss Maude Gwinn, to visit Northern's campus .
The exceptional attendance and unusual interest of all of the girls has been very
marked. Something to which the girls have actually looked forward, has been the
weekly uplift of the spiritual and beautiful programs.
The faithful cabinet, with its president, Ruth Chiles, has learned that true happiness comes not alone from receiving, but from giving . Much credit is due their
faculty advisors, Mrs. Mary Whitted and Miss Carrie Wilson. Not only have they
been untiring in their service, but they have also often been present at the cabinet
meetings, held each Monday evening.
"To live unreservedly Jesus' law of love in every relationship of life, and so to
know God," has been the spirit of the Association .
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Cole, Johnson, Bondley, Selanders
Fidler, McClung, Piffer, Holland, Spicer
Augenstein, Heinla, Roszrnan, Cookston, Law, Emery
Artz, Treby, Brooks, Mickley, Donithen, Ruehrrnund, Haley

Marion County Club
After a dormant period of a year, the Marion County Club was reorganized last
fall.

Since that time many interesting and enjoyable social functions have been given

for the members.
The club has proved itself to be a real aid to the university

III

locating former

students in the county.
On March fourth the club presented the program at a banquet, which was held
Marion, for the alumni, students, and others interested in Ohio Northern.

~
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Gerros, Carpenter, Whiteman, Eversman
Garn, Bitters, Huff, Geist, Hughes
Mitchell, Cramer, Fulford, VanBuren, Limbert, Ferris

Homiletic Club
The Homiletic Club was organized for the purpose d' promotoing common interests of the cause of Christ, to secure the priveleges of fellowship with one another, to
promote a Christian atmosphere in the university, to increase the spiritual life, and to
give encouragement to those students who have dedicated their lives to the uplift of
humanity .
The club is mainly composed of students intending to enter the ministry, although
it is not limited to these alone.
Meetings were held each Monday evenmg at which time the members gathered
together for an hour of fellowship and prayer.
Gospel teams have gone out from time to time throughout the year and ministered
to many communities.
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Campbell, Jameson, Huston, Edwards, Shelly, A. Campbell
Detrick, Baum, Newton, H. Smith, Patton, Carter, Carper
Conner, Hunt, Fogle, Whitehead, Lantz, Hughes
Hinkle, Fidler, Kiblinger, Newton, Sharer, Stepleton, A, Smith

Physical Educational Association
Ohio Northern's Physical Educational Association was organized m 1926 with a
membership of fourteen.

It has for its purpose the binding together of the Physical

Education students.
This association helps in the advancement of the study of Physical Educational
problems for those specializing in this field.

I t has a present membership of forty-one.

Regular meetings are held each month, at which time special programs are gIven,
which prove to be very interesting as well as inspirational.
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Dixon, Parlette, Welling, Harris, Brunette, Hamilton, Emery, Bondley, Webb, Wyatt

Art League
The Art League of Ohio Northern is a new venture upon this campus.

Founded

with the intention of increasing interest in all fine arts among the students and within
the community, it is the hope of its members that the organizaion will presently become
self -supporting.
In order that this aim may be attained, work is combined with play, and thus a
delightful and promising field of activity is opened to the students.
From a nucleus of the Fine Arts Department of the university the League was
organized in the' latter part ct the winter term.
Mrs. Alice Ensign Webb, Director of the Department, was chosen as superVIsor,
and her studio at 316 South Johnson Street was selected as the regular club room.
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McNamara , F. Simmons, Allen, Kehoe , Jackson, White, Reese , Wiles, McArthu r, Mundhenk,

Priddy, Geist
Whisker, McDonald , G . Schwartz, Vanecko, Hopkins, Reed, P. Simmons, Sandy, Johnson, Wood
Evans, Miser, Rinehart, Weingarten, Grau, Welch, Lambert, S. Schwartz, Fy nn
Castelli, Vittori, Benedict, Dehus, Kuhns, English, Smith
Webb, Breck, Ward, Arn, Ruddick, Brumley, McKay

Pre..Medical Association
The pre-medical association is composed not only of pre-medical students, but also
students anticipating dentistry and those who are majoring in biological sciences.
During the past school year many interesting meetings were held.
aimed to have the programs hinge around some noted speaker.

I t was always

Among the speakers;

who imparted a fine store of ideas to the "medics" were noted physicians, dentists.
and professors.
The association tended not only to foster a professional insight, but also to
develop a social atmosphere as well.

-
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Collins, McCurdy , Figuora , Gallada y, Bush, Fessler, Michel, Blanden, Y oximer, Shigley,
Sandy, Mikesell.
Matz, Harmer, Tippen, Segranes, MitchelJ , Haager, M o reland , Sna y, Mille r, Fi schetti, G ra y,
Wad sworth, English, Bailey.
Rinehart, Ryan, Ka ssouf, Ward, Rodabaugh, Herring, F., W 'iedeman, Welch, Steinman , Weir,
Smith, Rhuark , Herenden , Cookston.
Ma zz ul\a, Cook, Herring, K. , Wiles, Heft, Long, Priddy, Reed , Keplinger, Ruddick, Pfeiffer,
Work, Wolford , Cameron, Cook, J., Krei sman, Swerdlow, Simmons, SW'e rdlow, S., Zieg le-r,
Moore , Conrade, Moseley, Moore, G.

HONOR

O.N.U. .
BAND

ROLL
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Itinerary of Band Best Advertiser
CONCERTS GIVEN OVER STATE ANNUALLY

Northern's Band has been one of the greatest advertisements for the university.
Each year concerts are given over most of the state before large numbers of people
who thus have their interest in the school aroused . An idea of the amount of this
work done by the organization may be secured by the following program for the year
of 1926-27.
The itinerary of the year's activities follows:

1926

1927

Sept. 24-Played for the Auglaize County
Fair at Wapakoneta, Ohio.
Oct. I-Played for the Logan County Fair
at Bellefontaine, Ohio .
Oct. I6-Music at the Muskingum-Northern
football game.
Oct. I6-Gave concert program in Kenton,
Ohio for Senator Frank B. Willis.
Oct. 23 -Played for Wesleyan-Northern football game.
Nov. I-Made a tour through Hardin County
in services of the Republican Party.
Nov.I- Concert in Kenton, Ohio in evening.
Nov. 3-Concert at Dola, Ohio.
Nov. 5 -Concert at the Methodist Church at
Lancaster, Ohio.
Nov. 6-Played at the Northern Ohio University football game at Athens, Ohio.
Nov. lO-Fall Term concert at Ohio Northern University at Ada, Ohio.
Dec. 3 -Concert at Rowson, Ohio.

Jan. 15 - Played for Otterbein - Northern
basketball game.
Jan . 22-Played for Dayton-Northern basketball game.
Jan . 25 - Played for Heidelberg - Northern
basketball game.
Jan. 27-Gave a minstrel show in Lehr auditorium at Ada. Ohio.
Feb. 3- Winter Term concert at Ohio Northern University at Ada, Ohio.
Feb. 5-Played for Bluffton-Northern basketball game .
Feb. 16 - Played for Ashland - Northern
basketball game.
Feb. 24--Concert at Alger, Ohio .
Feb. 25-Concert at Lima, Ohio.
Mar. 29-Recorded for the New York Audiograph Co. , Columbus, Ohio .
Apr. 8 - Broadcast a concert from Radio stationWAIU at Columbus, Ohio; gave three
concerts at Neil House, in Columbus.
Apr. 29 to May I-Concerts at Toledo, Sandusky, and Norwalk, Ohio.
May 2- Three engagements at the Keith's
Palace theatre at Cleveland, Ohio.
May 3-Concert at Toronto , Ohio.
May 4-Concert at Mansfield, Ohio.
Ma y 5-Spring Term concert at Ohio Northern University at Ada, Ohio.
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David Reletsky, Captain;

Gaspore Caiso, Anthony]. Musca, Carl Eversman, A/tn-nate

Ohio Northern Intercollegiate Debating Association
ARTH UR

G. SHARP ___________________________ _____ President
W. E. BINKLEY ____________________________ Coach

PROFESSOR

The varsity debating teams, coached by Prof Binkley, did very commendable
work throughout the season_ Although the majority of the men were partIcIpating
in inter-collegiate debate for the first time, they proved able representatives of
Northern_
AFFIRMA TIVE SCH'EDULE
January 20-Capitol University at Piqua _______________ __ ______________________ Lost-5 to 0
March
March

9- Otterbein College at Ada----------------------- __ ----- ____________ Lost-3 to 0
ll-Mt. Union College at Alliance _______________ ___________ __________ Lost-3 to 0
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Stewart Ake, Arthur Sharp, Captain; Oscar Buchanan, Robert Wilson, Alternate

Ohio Northern Inter..collegiate Debating Association
In addition to the conference debate, a dual meet was held with Capitol University , Northern's Negative team winning over Capitol's able debaters for the first
time in five years. Th e season was closed with the appearance at the Lima Open
Forum , two members of the negative team, Oscar Buchanan and Arthur Sharp,
Captain, debating against the representatives of Bluffton College.
NEGATIVE SCHEDULE
January 1B-Capitol University at Sidney__ ___________________________________ Won-3 to 2
March
4-Hiram College at Hiram _________________________________________ Won-3 to 0
March ll-Muskingum College at Ada ________________ ____ _______ ___ _________ Lost-3 to 0
March

27-Bluffton College at Lima, Open Forum

,
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Brenner, Jennings, Fairchild, Edwards
Curtis, Betz, Freeman

Girls' Debate Club
OFFICERS
ANNABELLE CURTIS __ __ __________________ _________ President
ALDISA FREEMAK __ _ __ ___ _______ _ __ __ _____ _ __ _ Vice-President
BERKICE EDWARDS ________________________ _____ ___ Secretary
MARGARET FAIRCHILD ____________________________ Treasurer

F ACUL TY LEADERS
Professor \Valter Gray

M argaret Fairchild
Aldisa Freeman
Madge Betz

Professor J. H. Weber
M EMBERS
Annadale Curtis
Evelyn Huston
Eleanor Jennings

Professor Carrie \Vilson

Nellie Rrenner
Belle Gothelf
Bernice Edwards

The Girls' Debate Club was organized in the Fall of 1925 to promote an interest
argumentation among Northern's co-eds.
During the past year the meetings were devoted to an extensive study of argumentation, and intra-club debates were staged, as well as those before various local
clubs and campus organizations.
Due to lack of time, a debate with Wittenberg College on the question: Resolved
that Congress Should Have Power to Enact Uniform Marriage and Divorce Laws,
was not scheduled, but it is hoped that the club will be able to schedule several intercollegiate debates for next year.
III

.
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Ohio Inter-Collegiate Oratorical Association
Ohio Northern University has always maintained its peerless position in oratory
in the Ohio Branch of the National Inter-Collegiate Oratorical Association.
Last year she produced another winner, Guerin Buonpane, of Youngstown, Ohio.
\

I

.

.

Buonpane was chosen to represent Northern m the state contests, after havmg defeated
all the local contestants.

As O. N. U. Orator he participated, first, in the West-State Inter-Collegiate
contest which, through the invitation of Maj or A. Cliffe Deming, was held at N orthern for the year 1926. Here he competed against Wittenberg, Otterbein, Heidelberg,
Bluffton, Dayton, and won.

This gave him the right to participate in the All-Ohio

State Inter-Collegiate Contest which, later in the year, was held at Western Reserve
University, where he, in addition, competed against Western Reserve, Marietta, and
Ohio Weslyan University.

He received praise as being one of the "State's Winning

Orators of 1926."

Mr. Buonpane is well known here as a dramatic orator.

He was twice elected

to give the Washington Birthday Oration and in both instances proved his ability
to grip and sway his audience.

He won all the prizes in oratory and debate that the

University had to offer, and has never known defeat.

Buonpane

wa~

a member of the

Invincible Negative Inter-Collegiate Debating Team of 192fJ which came out victorious in all the Ohio Conference Debates.

Doubtlessly he is one of the best orators

Northern has ever produced, and for a man of his ability to have represented Northern
has tended to raise the standard of the college in the field of Oratory.

.
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McCleary, Wines, Battles, Fulford, R. Wilson, Althoff, Herring, Spoeri
Aldrich, Kroske, Farrington, Smith, Hunt, Long, Hopkins, Ross
Poole, H. Wilson, Carter, Oakley, Andrews, Day, Runyon
Pelton, McAlpin, Cummins, Eversman, Herchig, Hartley, Sill in

Ohio Northern University Men's Glee Club
OFFICERS
MARK EVANS_____________
------------------------

Director

LEHMAN OAKLEY _____________________ _ ___________ iH anager
FRANK LONG __________________ _ ____________________ Soloist
TED SPOERL _______________________________________ _ Piano

A most successful season was enjoyed by the l\tlen's Glee Club under the skillful
direction of Mark Evans.
Concerts were given at Dunkirk, Alger, Lima, St. Marys, Dayton, Girard,
Canton, Youngstovm, Cleveland and Lakewood.
Competing in the State Glee Club Contest for the first time, Northern made
a most commendable showing, finishing well up among the leaders.

~
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Marvel Cheney , Ear~~sdne Lowman, Nellie Fogle, Mildred Campbell, Kathryn Armstrong ,
Eunice Feasel, Romaine Truex.
Mar y Cruikshank , Ella McArthur, Beatrice Rockwell, Margaret Tidd , Grace Charles , Louise
Herron , Pauline Truex , Helen Artz.
Grace Fritz , Eva George , Madeline Flinchbaugh, Miriam Ransdell, Kathryn Cayton, Betty
Stepleton, Oral Swonguer, Virginia Rader.
Katherine Cheney, Odetta Craig , Geraldine Parks , Aleen K. Mowen , Director, Dorothy
Whitworth , Margaret Fairchild , Hope Charles.

Ohio Northern University Girl's Glee Club
ALEEN KAHLE MOWEN ---- ________________________ Director
G ERALDINE P ARK _____ __ _______________ --. ______ Accompanist
GRACE CHARLES _______________________________ Accompanist
ALOISA FREEMAN __________________________________ Violinist

OFFICERS
DOROTHY WHITWORTH __ _ ____ __ ____ _ ____ _ __ ____ __ -President
G ERAL DINE PARK_________________
_ ________ Vice-President
H ELEN ARTZ _____________________-_-_-______________ Secretary
HOPE CHARLES ------ - - _ ___ _____________ ____ ____ Treasurer
MARGARET FAIRCHILD ______________ _______ _Business Manager

The passing year was probably the most successful in the history of the Girls Glee
Club. It was marked by the adoption of official pins and uniform costumes.
Concerts were given at Leipsic, Roundhead, Lima, Convoy, Veneducia, Van Wert,
and Delphos, with home concerts in February and May .

The outlook for next season is very bright as but few members will be lost by
graduation and plans are being made to enter the State Girls Glee Club contest.
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Turner,

Rrumley

Buonpane,

Moreland

Washington Birthday Orators
One of the traditions of Northern that seems to have outlived all the rest is that
of commemorating Washington's birthday in the form of a patriotic program in chapel.
On Tuesday morning, February 22, four student orators, representing each literary
society and the Law Association, eloquently eulogized four of America's greatest men.
Donald Brumley, of the Adelphian Society took for his subject "'From Log-Cabin
to White House," James A. Garfield. Mr. Brumley spoke in an eloquent way of Garfield's love of his country and his service to it as a statesman, general, and scholar. He
told of his ardent patriotism, of his untimely death at the hands of an assassion, and
closed with an eloquent tribute to his greatness.
Jack Turner, representative of the Franklin Societv, spoke on the manv virtues
and achievements of the statesman and discoverer, Benjamin Franklin. In a very
interesting manner he told of the manv difficulties and disappointments overcome in
Franklin's life. Mr. Turner closed by saying that if each one were to live as Franklin,
he would surely mount the ladder of success.
Guerin Buonpane, of the Philomathean Societv, set very vividly before his audience the mighty qualities of America's fighting president, Theodore Roosevelt. Mr.
Buonpane said, "All he did was for the love of America, and he was the most astounding and dvnamic soul that ever stepped into the White House." In closing he said,
"Death had to take him sleeping for if he had been awake there would have been a
fight."
Stewart Moreland, from the Law Association, took for his subject "The Little
Lion," Alexander Hamilton. Mr. Moreland told of his invaluable service to Washington and consequently to his country in a dire need. In an enthusiastic manner he
told of Hamilton's ability as a soldier, statesman, and financier. In closing he paid
tribute to the "Little Lion" as a savior of his country, for Hamilton had helped build
up a great nation of stability and permanence.

-
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PUBLICATIONS

C. JOSEPH
Editor

ALBERT

MICHAEL DEL BENE

B usiness Manager

The 1927 Northern
PROF.

C. W.

PETTfT -------------- ___________________________ F acuity

A d'l'isor

EDITORIAL STAFF
ALBERT JOSEPH __ --_ - - - - - - ____ - - - - - _________ - _____ - - _______ __ Edit or-i n-C hie!
FLORA ELLEN MARTIN ------------ ___________________________ A ssisiant

Editor

GENERAL STAFF
RACHEL LIPPINCOTT ______________________________________ ____ Humor
LOUISE HERRON" _________________________ ------- _______________ Senior
HORACE MONTGOMERY ---------------------------- ____________ A thietic
WILLIS ARN _________________ - - ________________ . _____ ____ Organization
ROBERT SOULES ____________ ------------------ _______________ Caiendar
HOYT DOWNIN"G ________________________________________ ____ Snapshot
HAROLD SPONSELLER ____________________________________ ____ Fraternity
DONALD BR UML EY ____________________________________ ___ Photography
HAROLD McDANEL ______________________ --- _____________________ A rt
MARY KENNEDY _________________________________________ Assistant

Art

Editor
Editor
Editor
Editor
Editor
Editor
Editor
Editor
Editor
Editor

BUSINESS STAFF
MICHAEL DEL BENL ______________________________________ Business

Manager
JIll (wager
ARTHUR C. HAID __________ .________________________ _____ Circuiatio71 M an([ger
VERNON MARCHALL _______________________________ _______ Collection 1ll anager
GEORGE McN Ai\IARA ___ ----------------- ________________________ 1928 Editor
RHODNEY SNAY _________________ --------- ____________ 1928 Business lJ1anager
DON LAPOLLA _____ ____________________________ _________ A dvertisillg
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Annual Board

Brumley, Haid, Martin, Downing, McNamara
Arn, Marchall, Petitt, Soules, Lapolla
Montgomery, Herron, Lippincott
Sponsellor, Kennedy
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FRANK J. HARDESTY
Editor-in-Chief

TED SPOERl
Bus;ness Manager

Northern Review
J.

FRANK
HARDESTY --- ______________ - ______ - - __________ _ ____ Editor-in-C hie!
TED SPOERL ________________________ ______________________ Business iH anager

EDITORIAL DEP AR TMENT
MYRON EASTON ____________________ ____ ___________________________________ Managing
LEWIS FRANCIS _ __ _____________ "_ __________________________________ A ssistant Managing
CECIL EOWAROS _____________________________________________________________ ___ N e'll)S
]. A. SANOERS _______________________________________________ _ ___ __________ A ssociate
LEE STATES ________________________________________________ ___________________ Sports

Editor
Editor
Editor
Editor
Editor
M. DEL BE L _____________________________________________________ _________ Alumni Editor
G. LEFKOWITL _______ . ___________ _ _________ ______________________________ __ Exchange Editor

REPORTING STAFF
Bernice Edwards
Marjorie Detrick
Don Cameron
Florence Barnes
Warren Searles
Eleanor Jeenings
Jean Hallet
Eliza McKee
Ralph Snyder
Betty Stepleton

Beatrice Powell
P. Haager

Jesse Long
A. J. Barker
Georgia Moore
Barbara Moore
TroIa McCurdy
Calvin Jackson
John Priddy
William La Borde

Esther Swerlein
James Allcroft
A. Lapolla
James Krug
Eloise Forry
June Davis
Lehman Oakley
Lela Vassar
Mildred Campbell
Beatrice Rockwell

BUSINESS DEP AR TMENT
LESTER A. STEWART _________________ _ _________________________________ Advertising M allager
JOSEPH SWEENEY__________________________________________________ _____ :Coll ection M allager
DONALD E. GEISL _______ _ __ _____ _______________________________________ Circulation Manager
ED SINESS ASSISTANTS
W . H. Au genstein
Joe Lady
Raymond Cookston

Dale E. Webb
Charles Tippin
Jess Keenan
R. L. Masterson

.
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Rodney Snay
Willi s Haught
Dale Emmons

crn i{cuicw

Sweeney, Snyder, Del Bene
Francis, Pigossi, Easton
Stewart, Sanders
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Allen, Barker, Cookston, Easton, Jackson, Edwards, Sweeny, Cameron, Stepleton, Snyder,
David, Oakley
Webb, Forrey, Lefkowitz, Treby, Rockwell, Stewart, Vassar, Pigossi, McNamara, Swerlein, Long
Keenan, Augenstein, McCurdy, Mickley, M cKee, Rrumley, Powell, Del Bene. Campbell,
Pinchefsky, Jennings, Geist
Wright, Barnes, Arn, Hardesty, B. Moore, Spoeri, G. Moore
Emmons, Francis, Tippin, Lady, Randall, Haager, Sanders

Press Club
Students who unite their time and talent in the publication of the Northern Review - the official College Newspaper - possess strengthened bonds of friendship
through the organization of the Press Club. This Club is composed of approximate Iv
fifty members of the Review Staff.

Its membership represents every college and

department of the University for it is open to all who are interested in journalistic
endeavor.
Meetings are held once a week to make assignments for the Review.

Addresses

are also given from time to time to aid the writers in making a bigger and better
College Newspaper.'

Valuable training in news-writing and copy-reading is received

by those who attend the meetings of the Club.
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NORTHERN LIFE

Calendar 1926-27
SEPTEMBER

6th

Registration.

Freshmen everywhere.

Upper-c1assman sends Frosh lawyer to

High School to register.
7th

More registration. The first show of the term, "Romola."
it by going buggy riding.

8th

Convocation and classes.

9th

University mIxer in Brown gym.
there?

lO-13th

Some of us missed

Prexy starts us off right in chapel.

The first week-end in Ada.

There are some lovely freshmen girls, aren't

A bit tame for some of us-but not for others!
14th

Prof. Gray Springs official "nut test" on wise-heads.

15th
First edition of The Northern Review out.
fessor's pictures grace the front page.

Four new pro-

Coach Meredith is

found on page three.

17th Friday - t'was a glorious day.

Saw some co-eds taking pictures.

18th University Women's Club Tea at Dr. Smith's.
19th

Sunday.

Everyone goes to church.

21st

Band Smoker at Delta Sigma Phi House.

22nd "The Impressionistic View Talk" in The Northern Review thrills us-all about
how Northern looks at dawn, during the day, and in the evening. We wonder
if Romeo wrote it.

23rd Group picture of all the students taken on campus.

Some ernng freshmen
sought to evade the publicity, but were forced to submit.
24th
Certain freshmen ducked in Newton's Pond as a climax to
some of their cute and wise sayings. One ((Red" distinguished himself in dashes and water swallowings.

27th
Endowment Drive announced.
30th

Chapel choir has its first rehearsal. Class heads chosen for ensuing year- "Bud"
Anspach made president of Senior Class. He is also football captain. Some
people have greatness thrust upon them.
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OCTOBER

1st

Final day of grace for the Freshmen. We get all "pepped up" in chapel for
the football season.
2nd Game with Dennison. We didn't come out quite so good, but it was our first
trial.
4th
Numerous Kollegiate Kars glide about on our streetsthere seems to be dozens of them. W e prefer the cretonne
one-its color scheme is so elucidating!
5th
The ((gals" are wearing their new bonnets-we mean the
freshmen, of course. The rest of us go bare-headed.

7th

The girls' Hockey Team organized.

Every Tuesday and Thursday from four

'til five the co-eds do their stuff out on the Athletic Field. Now we know why
the men were there.
Promise of a $100,000 Music Building-ClThe Theodore Presser Building"
was secured from Dr. James Francis Cooke, president of the Presser F oundation . Looks like the school might be a real place after we have graduated
several years.
9th Game with Miami. The Fates are against us. Score of 34-12 In favor of
Miami. Dr. Freeman speaks at Alumni meeting at Cleveland.
11 th Band practices for Homecoming.
12th Lecture Course opens with Madam Gray-Lehvinne, violinist, at Lehr .
14-15th Mid-term Exams. Frats decorate Houses in preparation for the "Big
Event." Geordis Zeigler presents "Dulcey" at Conway.
8th

16th
Homecoming.
Game with Muskingum.
The score is
against us-Oh, 'tis a cruel world! Muskingum is victorious in cross country run. The freshmen were victorious
over the Sophomores in the Sack Rush and Relay Race.
In the evening the Frats put on stunts.

20th

19th
Pre-Medics plan annual frolic in Ream's Grove.
Press Club Party at Delta Sigma Phi House. A glorious time was had by all.
Holt-Overmeyer wedding in Indianapolis.

22nd Alumni of Allen County hold banquet in Lima and launch Endowment Drive
there.
23rd Wesleyan Game. Wesleyan is still grid champion over Northern. However,
t'was a hectic battle-for we don't let Wesleyan pull anything over on us without a fight first. Wesleyan also wins in cross country meet. Silent Tri bute to
Walter Camp in offering taken to erect a memorial at Yale.
26th Dr. Smith is back from the sunny south. He gave an interesting talk in chapel
on how we should conduct ourselves.
27th

Edgar C. Raine, a pioneer and explorer of Alaska, presents the second number
of the Artist Lecture Series at Lehr, with his illustrated lecture- Alaska.
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28th
Music mornmg m chapel. How the choir and audience
can sing "Crown Him"! They can't make any more nOIse
than that anywhere this side of Heaven.

~--------------~,~

30th
Game with Heidleberg. Northern wins season's first
tory-24-0. Ain't it a grand and glorious feelin'?

VIC-

NOVEMBER

1st

Faculty Literary Program.

Our faculty shines when v,Te give them a chance.

2nd Senator Willis and Senator Hopley visit Ada.
3rd Prof. Freeman delivers an excellent talk on Democracy and Civil Rights.
Prexy issues auto permits - "Life is real, life is earnest."
4th

"The Show Off'-the third number on the Artist Series at Lehr. For a week
everyone was practicing Aubrey Piper's laugh- How, haw, haw haw, haw!
Sic transit gloria mundi!

5th

Band plays at Lancaster.

6th

Ohio University game at Athens. Unlucky again- but their victory
great. They had to fight for what they got.

8th

Alumni dinner in Chicago at the LaSalle. DT. Smull represented Northern.
Men's Glee Club elected to Ohio Association of Glee Clubs.

10th

F all Term Band Concert. "Mike" makes us prouder of the band all the time.
"Hi-Ho, the Merio, as long as she loves me"!

11th

Armistice Day. The Engineers and Pharmics begin to celebrate at 7 :30 P. M.
in front of Hill. They start out attired in their "evening suits," but return
retired or very tired, or whatever you would call it.

IS

not so

12th
Engineer-Pharmic Day. Formal Hatchet Burial Service
in chapel. "Rev." Lief Brown officiates. All that they
lacked was the organ playing "Lohengrin's Wedding
March" or something just as solemn.
Beta Chi Alpha
initiation at Prof. Petit's.
13th

Game with Dayton.

15th

"Her Husband's Wife" by the Dramatic Club. We know now just what
inflection to put on the expression, "Oh, Uncle John"!

22-23rd

Final Exams.

Dayton victorious.

Deserted town.

Hockey season draws to a close.

Yes, the Fall term is over.

DECEMBER

14th

It is too cold to stand outside today, so we all go into chapel on time for a
change. Dr. Bailey asks that he be allowed to have a little time in which to
tell and explain the lesson of the day. You know Dr. Bailey. After much consideration and deliberation upon the part of the student body we allow him to
have the little time asked for. Prof. Binkley makes an announcement not
bearing upon the art of debating.
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15th
This is the morning for announcements but even these were
few and far between. Dr. Smull presents the Sig Eps with
the cup for the best decorated house. W e give the Sig
Eps the hand and agree that they are deserving of it.
Chapel closes with a meeting of the dignified Seniors.

16th

Music morning. An University of Mich. graduate speaks to us on temperance.
The case which he related concerning the near conviction of a man for murder,
but the prosecution could not prove that the deceased ever lived, was greatlv
enjoyed. We give the speaker credit anyway. A group from the school of
education sings for us.

17th

Here it is the last day of school before Xmas vacation and so of course Prexy
wishes us a Merry Xmas in chapel. In classes everv one is well preparedfor their journev home. One grand rush is made for two-six train.
JANUARY

2nd Toot- Toot- Toot! Ding-dong- ding-dong! Time 2 :18. There is one
grand scramble. There are fraternity grips, embraces and every thing else that
goes with them. Once more the students have returned and the town again has
life. Yes, we all had a pleasant vacation.
3rd No chapel of course and little intelligence shown in the class room. We do our
best however to get to class by plowing thru the slush and snow. The least
that we can do is to congratulate the lawyers who passed this last December
bar exam. They made a fine showing.
4th
Chapel. Where's Prexy? Two bits he's in Florida. The
students have bv this time gotten down their books and
dusted them off-but from the looks of things they have
put them back on the shelf again.
5th

Weather :-cold and wet. We paddle our way to chapel regardless and hear
Dr. Bailey speak, this being the morning for announcements.
6th And again we have m'usic morning in chapel. There is nothing like hearing
our own sweet voices so the student body joins in singing and thinks it really
sounds good. Well maybe it did. The ANNUAL BOARD starts to function.
7th Not much doing for Friday. Everybody tired frcm a week of strenuous work.
8th Intramural basketball proves to be a big drawine- card, this fact being proven by
the crowd that packed the gym today. Delta Thets make things hot by having
a fire. Northern vs Wooster, basketball.
9th Everybody slept today from the looks of things.
10th Prof. Weber falls on the ice in front of Doling's bakery and breaks his promise.
Northern Players Club throw their regular term scramble in Franklin Hall.
11 th Rig show at Lehr tonight. We decide to start studying next Monday.
12th Loyal Seniors back the ANNUAL without a whimper. Shorty Beletsky delights
in reading newspaper in class, but the Judge does not think so much of it. This
was a pure and simple case of ejectment.

,
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13th

14th

Nothing doing.
I think that it is at least ten below zero today. My mistake, Prexy is not in
Florida at all, I hear that he is spending the winter in California instead. We'll
hear all about it when he returns. We know that he'll bring home the bacon.

15th
Theta Kappa Phis arise early today but only because the
house was on fire. I guess the smoke kept them from sleeping. Tough luck boys. I wonder what fraternity is next?
o r mavbe it will be one of the sororities.

16th
I don't know what happened today because I slept most of
the time.

17th Everyone is in good spirits'today. Intramural games tonight.
18th The Senior La\vyers sure did enjoy Prof. Weber's demonstration of married
life. It was worth a quarter.
19th Do we cram for the mid-terms? Not a bit of it even tho they are scheduled
to take place tomorrow.
Prof. Pettit gives a speech in chapel on behalf of the A NNVA L BOARD. I tw as
a good one, too, and as a result the campaign was a success.
21st Most of our exams are over with and now everyone is leaving town for the
week-end.
22nd Intramurals today. Northern battles Dayton and beats them in the best game
of the year.
23rd I can assure you that we all went to church todav.
24th This is the night for fraternity meetings.
35th This is date night and "The Bat" is in town .
.~ 6th Prexy has returned from California and tells us all
about it.
20th

27th

Mike's Minstrels tonight.

Raw!

R aw ! Raw!

28th
The 0 N E big social event of the year, the Co-ed Party.
Everyone was there, no doubt about that.
29th
One wonderful day. Now we know that spring is close at
hand.
30th
And still, the sun shines. Ah, it's too nice to study today.
31 st
N othin' doing.
FEBRUARY

1st "Bigger Than Barnum 's" tonight. Everybody out with their dates.
2nd Delta Thets throw a smoker for their various friends.
3rd And again the Discipline Committee meets.
4th Judge Clark of Canton, Ohio speaks to the lawyers.
5th Northern beats Muskingum.
6th Class vesper services today. They proved to be successful.
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7th
8th
9th
10th
11 th
12th

Dr. Turley talks to the lawyers in the evening .
Beta Chi Alpha Banquet.
City Manager Brower of Lima, Ohio speaks to the Law Association.
Dr. Turl ey sti 11 going strong.
Miss Thomas gives Kolter Ziegler the once over in the library.
To 0 nice a day to stay in town so Ada moves to Lima for the afternoon and
evenmg.
13th
George Pluchel passes out the cigars. He's married .
Valentine's Day .

14th
Say it with flowers .

15th
It's remarkable how many of the co-eds happened to see the
moon tonight.
16th
17th
18th

19th
21 st
22nd
23rd
24th

The seniors see their last basketball game while here at Northern . Northern, 59-Ashland, 30. We'll all remember Vic Cohen.
Girls Glee Club concert tonight.
Prexy declares this a legal holiday. No school.
We all go to Lima to see Ben Hur.
Senior class meeting after chapel.
Washington's birthday orations. (Coach Meridith sings for us. Plenty good.
Spring is came.
The boys' glee club and the banjo trio give us a treat in chapel today .
25th
Chapel runs along as per usual until the alarm clocks start
to ring .
26th
Do we stay in town and prep for exams? We do not.
Lima or bust.
28th
Profs . Niswander and Pettit display their oratorical ability .
MARCH

1st We now proceed to prepare for the finals.
2nd Final exams for winter quarter.
3 rd More finals , and now a short vacation. See you next Tuesday.
8th Yes SOME of the students have returned. I think that there were two of us
in chapel.
9th
Only seventy-eight more days until summer vacation.

~

~~
/' "
~

I

10th
Delta Thets adopt a new dog.
,I

"'G r)

lIth
Miss Elliot speaks to us in chapel on the subject of etiquette. "And again she ordered chicken salad."
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14th

Prof. Pettit is almost on time for his seven-thirty class.

15 th

Shorty Beletsky adopts the "H i t and Miss system" in quizz.

16th Lecture course, Mr. 0 tt speaks on "Th e Art of Living," a speech we'll never
forget.

18th
Pharmics pull in wearily from a couple big days at
Indianapolis.
22nd
Sigma Pi boys all shot for diphtheria.

APRIL

9th
21st

29th

Founder's Day- Dramatic Club presents a play commemorating Northern's
early days.
Baseball-or as Lou Young has it Rase Bawl.
Track-vVe hear

Dr. Newton is planning a post-season meet with the Broad-

way Limited.
MAY

24th
The End of the Road-Gangway.

27th
World!

•

Here comes the Seniors!
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WILLIAM FREDERICK
Here is a likeness of our photographer , and needs no introduction to the students. " Bill" works hard and we sure
appreciate his efforts.
He gets good results-he gets bad
results- but remember, he doesn ' t always have good subjects
to work with. " Bill" is just one of many who help put the
Annual out, and works hard for its success.

~
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ADS AND JOKES

Angeline Beauty Shoppe

507 Old National City Bank
Lima, Ohio

For appointments cull Main 3044
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Columbia Viva Fonal Talking Machine
Columbia and Harmony Records

THE KERR FURNITURE STORE
Furniture, Rugs and Stoves
Phone 39 -

114 N. Main St. -Ada, Ohio

THE ORIGIN OF THE CHARLESTON
The art of letter writing went out with the advent of the typewriter.
The art of conversation went out with the advent of the telephone.
The art of reading went out with the advent of the motion picture.
There remained the art of listening.
Then came the radio .
think .

After that people gave up wen trying to hear themselves

Hence the Charleston .

WALTER SOUSLEY

GOODBYE!
Remember

KERR'S FORDS
Best Grades of
Hard and Soft coal

Drive 'em Yourself

Phone 5

Phone 96

~
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"Headquarters D.N. U. College Men"
We want to take this opportunity
of thanking you for your patronage.
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HOFlELlLER. 9 JHlllA],,[ AND C]LARK
237 NO MAlr-..
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FASHION ]PARIK CLOTH)!

Weare told that one of the city boys was looking around the cafeteria and happened to spy several empty condensed milk cans, and yelled to his companions, "Come
here, I've found a cow's nest."

A certain Bob fell on the ice and struck his head in such a manner as to render
him unconscious.
Art- "Has his mind left him?"
Hugh- "It would have but it was too weak to travel."

It takes five years for a tree to produce nuts.
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Northern does it in three or four.

EL VERSO
2 for 25 c

SAN FELICE -5 c straight

THE DEXSEL-WEMMER CO., Makers
LIMA, OHIO

Women ' s hair,
beautiful hair . . .
What words of praise I utter.
But, oh, how sick
it makes me feel
To find it in my butter.

Glen W. Sealts Cleaning Co.
" We Clean Everything"
Office 329 West Market· Main 4747
LIMA, OHIO
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BLUEM'S
MARKET AND ELIZABETH
The New Retail District
LIMA, OHIO
Where Quality Remains After Price is Forgotten

SOME LADY
She doesn't like a shady joke,
She doesn't hike, she doesn't smoke;
She doesn't swear, she doesn't flirt,
She doesn't wear those shortened skirts;
She doesn't dance, she doesn't sing,
And goofs in pants don't mean a thing;
She doesn't use those beauty salves,
But don't refuse to show her calves,
You ask her name? Well, that's a wow,
She's not a dame, she's just a cow.

For Men Wh 0 Would Dress Well at Moderate Cost

BENCH TAILORED SUITS
$22.50 to $35.00
Styles that Predominate the Fashion-Rich Colorings
Characterful Patterns

EILERMAN CLOTHING COMPANY
"Lima's Leading Men's Shop"
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R T. GREGG & COMPANY
Lima's Busy Reliable Store
LIMA, OHIO

A BACHELOR BALLAD
Say it with flowers,
Say it with sweets,
Say it with kisses,
Say it with eats,
Say it with jewelry,
Say it with drink,
But whatever you do,
Don't say it with ink.

MICHAEL'S CLOTHES SHOP
Inc.

113 W. HIGH ST.-LIMA, OHIO
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Good-Bye and Good Luck
To our Student Customers whom we have served
during their stay in Ada.

FINKS DRY CLEANING AND DYEING CO.
Phone 26 -

512 S. Main Street

One of the boys from down South tells us this one.

A negro was brought before the j udge because of some missing chickens.
judge asked him if he had any children .
"Yas, sah, Ise got a boy."
"What's his name?"
"His name is Weathahstrip."
"How did he ever get a name like that?"
"Dat boy was bo'n jes' fo' the wah, an' he done kep' me out

0'

The

de draft."

Compliments of

HUBER
FURNITURE
RUGS

A. W. REAM
HARDWARE
PLUMBING AND
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

OHIO
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Fifty-Four Years in Ada

1872

The

J.

1927

T. Cunningham Company

Dry Goods, Cloaks, Suits, Dresses, Waists, Hosiery,
Gloves, Underwear, Footwear.

ADA, OHIO

Prof. Raabe (lecturing to his little son) - "If I led a donkey up to a pail of
water and a pail of beer, which would he choose to drink?"
Haydn - "The water."
Prof. Raabe-"Yes, and why?"
Haydn - "Because he is an ass."

MIDWAY
RESTAURANT

THE COLLEGE INN.
HThe Best Place to Eat"

We have what you want
Whenyou want it.
Try us and see.
Best wishes to all

Opposite Campus

F rank Irwin, Prop.

Dean O. McElroy, Prop.

105 North Main St. - Ada, Ohio
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ED'S
Good Soda · Smokes
Fountain Pens .. Cosmetics .. Candy
Across from campus

He asked her to wed,
F or an answer she said,
" Go to Father! "
F or she knew that he knew
That her father was dead,
And she knew that he knew
What a life he had led
So she knew that he knew
What she meant when she said
" Go to Father! "

When You're HungryThe Right Place to EatWhere you get the Right Food at the
Right Price
is at the

o. N.

U. CAFETERIA

SAM CRAIG & SON, Prop .

.
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Doling's
For Up..to..Date Fountain Service and
Fine Confections

Doling's

Stumpf was changing a tire on the old Collegiate with the assistance of Red

Lowe. An interested bystander offered to treat the one who came the nearer guessing
the correct weight of the tire.
Stumpf guessed twenty-five pounds.
Whereupon Red hilariously drolled his reply, "That shows how ignorant he is.
I just put forty-five pounds of air in that tire."

We do Expert Developing,
Printing and Enlarging

If You Want the Best in

CANDIES & FRUITS
Try The

Leave your Films with us
for prompt service

BAlXSH

CONFECTIONERY

DANA E. WELSH
Drugs -Books

Service is Our Motto

Ada, Ohio
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106 N. Main St. - Ada, Ohio

Greetings from

Frank Detrick
ADA, OHIO
Hart, Schaffner & Marx
Clothes

Wilson Bros.
Shirts

Stetson

Hats

"CLOTHIERS TO NORTHERN MEN"

Sing a song of six men,
Their pockets full of rye.
They all sang so gaily
As the cop came walking by,
The judge was in the court-house
Talking quite unfunny.
Their dads were in their offices
Doling out the money.
Their girls were in roadsters
Parked along the street.
The way tha t they escaped the I a w
Was surely quite a feat.

Clothes Made to Order

Alexander Print

Give Individuality and Outwear

READY-MADES
CLEANING -PRESSING
REPAIRING
216 N, Main St.

Ada, Ohio

J. O. TYSON
Next to Post Office -
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Ada, Ohio

THE

PAESZLER STUDI 0
f

Portraits of Excellence

Enlargements of Quality In
Any Finish Known
to the Science

D

Special Equipment of the Highest Order

High Class Hand Carved Frames of Special Design

115Y2 SOUTH MAIN ST. - ADA, OHIO
Photographers for "The Northern" and Other Annuals
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If You Stick With Us, We Guarantee You Money Saved
on Books and Other Student Supplies.
COLLEGE JEWELRY, SPORTING GOODS, KODAKS,
FILMS, DRUGS AND TOILET ARTICLES

W e Sell, Buy and Exchange College Text Books

The Varsity Book & Drug Store-Chase R. Wilson, Prop.

Bob- "They arrested Johnnie Law for carrying concealed weapons."
Lou-"Don't make me laugh."
Rob-"Yes, he has bow legs and was wearing an arrow collar."

TWENTY YEARS HENCE
No. 6665-"Where did you learn to pick locks?"
No. 6666--- I' Fishing out hairs in O. N. U. Cafeteria."

A
V

DON'T THINK FOR
HOURS JUST SAY IT
WITH FLOWERS

"At the Sign of the Big CloCk_"

Remember Us For
O. N. U. JEWELRY
SOUVENIRS
COLLEGE SONGS
Made to Order Qlasses

I

Mohler's Flower Shop

c. E. HAYDEN

ADA, OHIO
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THE LIBERTY BANK
Resources $650,000.00
ADA,OHIO
The Bunk of Service

The O.N. U. Bunk

Kaufman - "The furnace is out."
Si-"S'impossible. The scheller door ish locked."

It will work out all right in the end, as the young mother said when baby
swallowed the safety pin.
Rol- "What animal drops from the clouds?,1
Rolic - "The rain, dear."

McCurdy Poultry Feeder
We manufacture a complete line of Poultry Feeders and Fountains for the
Brooder House, Laying House and Out-Door Feeding.

SIMPLE - SAFE -

SANITARY

Write for Catalogue

THE McCURDY MANUFACTURING CO.
ADA, OHIO

~~.--------~~
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OHIO NORTHERN UNIVERSITY
1871- 1927

A School with a Home Atmosphere
ADA, OHIO

Departments

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
COLLEGE OF LA W
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY

SCHOOL OF MUSIC
SCHOOL OF COMMERCE

SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
SCHOOL OF EXPRESSION
SCHOOL OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
One of America's leading educators paid our University
a great compliment in a recent address before our student
body, when he gave expression to the following statement:

"I want to congratulate you upon having 'that something'
that makes you a real factor in the educational world. 1 do
not know how to define 'that something,' but 1 do know there
exists here an atmosphere of good fellowship and honest
endeavor that is hard to supplement anywhere in this mad,
selfish age."

48 WEEKS A YEAR -

FOUR ENTRANCE PERIODS

Albert Edwin Smith, D. D., Ph. D., President
For literature address: Thomas J. Smull, Ada, Ohio
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THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ADA, OHIO

We Solicit Your Patronage

Kaufie - "Do you know the difference between a horse and a girl 7"
N orm.~ 'No."
Kaufie-"You must be having some great dates."
Marie - "Why didn't you find out what his name was when Prof. called the roll ?"
Sally - "I did, but he answered to four different names."
George Pluchel- "Freshman, call me a janitor."
Freshman- "All right, you're a janitor."
Any rooster can crow, but it takes a good hen to lay an egg.

THE ANDREWS DAIRY
ADA, OHIO

Dealers in Pasteurized Milk
Cream

Butter
Give us a call
Phone 164
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Ice Cream

III

pfeiffer and Fair Insurance Agency
Successors to L. A. McElroy
REPRESENTING

WORLD'S LEADING STOCK COMPANIES
ADA, OHIO

10771 N. Main St. - Phone 105

Dr. Bailey- "My young friend, do you attend a place of worship?"

Bert- "Yes sir, regularly.

I'm on my way to see her now."

Junior Hardesty - "My rna and pa had an awful time getting married. Ma w
wouldn't marry paw when he was drunk and pa wouldn't marry rna when he was
sober. "
Eunice - "Where can I find that report?"
Miss Wilson- "Go to Helen Hunt."

Wha t would happen to the Freshmen if the Tooth and Claw got the hoof and
mouth disease?"

Souvenir Books

BURKE GARDNER

of

University

Campus and Buildings

THE REXALL Store
Kodaks, Photo Supplies, Rubber Goods,
Toilet Articles

Don't fail to take one home with you
as a memory of the old school. Thanking all Seniors for their liberal patrona[e, we wish you well.

Drugs, Books, Stationery,
and Magazines

South Main St. - Ada, Ohio

ADA, OHIO

LANDON & SON

<#
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'The Gr~ Prir'\til"'\,g Co.

--

/
J

Fo/tori", O'h io

-------------_.:.
E FEEL A PRID E in the fact that we

have had the opportunity of doing our
bit in helping to create this , "The Northern
of 1927" . I t has been a very great pleasure to
work with the Staff during its construction,

To any College Annual Staff we welcome the
opportunity of furnishing typographical styles , color
schemes or any other constructive idea to
be incorporated in their Annual,

The qray Printing Company
FOSTORIA , OHIO

~~~:------------~~'~
~l
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REAMS GARAGE
Accessories and Repairs - Daily Battery Service
RENT A CAR
U.-DRIVE IT

PHONE 223
128-130 S. Main St. - Ada, Ohio

They were alone in the house, and he was gathering courage to express his overwhelming infatuation. Finally he decided to begin in French. Leaning closer to her,
he murmured passionately, "Je t'adore."
Pick- "Shut it yourself, you're closer than I am."
Judge -

"What is the charge?"

Officer-"Fragrancy, sir, he's been drinking perfume."
We wish to call your attention to the fact that a miser is not a man who eats mice.

TURNERIZED
ROOFING COMPANY

Charles A. Beuchert

P. \V. Turner, Prop.
Ada, Ohio

BAKERY
CONFECTIONERY

Old Roofs Made New

HGood Things to Eat"

Insulating Material for Confining

ADA, OHIO

Heat or Cold

----------------------------~~-----------------------------
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The Home Utility
All Kinds of Electric Supplies
Student Lamps and Appliances

The Suburbun

PUBLIC SERVICE CO.
218 N. MAIN ST.

ADA, OHIO

A man is something that can see a pretty ankle three blocks away while driving
a motor car in a crowded city street, but will fail to notice, in the wide open countryside, the approach of a locomotive the size of a school house and accompanied by a
flock of forty-two box cars.

FAIRY TALES FOR GROWNUPS
Dickery, dickery, dock
The hands went round the clock.
The clock struck ten,
He went home then.
Dickery, dickery, dock.
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CITY RESTAURANT
E .C. Burnett

"Home of good eats"

Ada, Ohio

Al- "I've acquired one thing while I have been here a t Northern."
Coed- "What?"

Al-"A moustache."
Coed- " Oh, have you?"

Eddie King- "I am looking for a soft job. Wha t would you advise?"
Judge Henderson- "Try getting a job as pork inspector in Jerusalem."

There are a lot of roman noses here at Northern , but I once knew a man who
had such a pugged nose that every time he sneezd be blew his hat off.
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E. B. CRETORS

Travel By Motor Bus

CRETORS & TIETJE

Safe, Comfortable, Convenient
Direct

General Hardware
Fence,Implements -Stoves - Washers

Operating between Lima, Ada, Lafayette, Harrod, Alger, Findlay, Arlington,
Will iamsto-wn , Dunkirk, Kenton.

J. R. HOWBERT, Mgr.

W. J. TIETJE

ADA, OHIO
Remington Portable Typewriter
112 N. MAIN ST.

PHOSE 143

ABSENT MINDED ORSlats (dropping a penny in the mail box in front of the Varsity book store and
looking up at Hill clock) - "Great scott! I've lost ten pounds."
They call Mac "bacon" because they have to bring him home so often.

SARCASM
Steve (throwing a nickel down on the desk in the library.)
Bab-"What is it?"
Steve-"A ton of chicken feed."

BROCHON
CHICAGO
Exclusive Makers of

DANCE PROGRAMS
JEWELRY

STATIONERY
BADGES

FAVORS

"O//iciaisto His Majesty the Fraternity Man"

Represented by - JAMES M. BOWLBY
7 Columbia Court, Columbus, 0 hio
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THE CENTRAL MEAT MARKET
Always the best Quality in Meats and Groceries
Satisfaction Guaranteed
We deliver free within city limits
Long and Clum, Props.

Ada, Ohio

123 S. Main St.

Once upon a midnight dreary, while I pounded weak and weary
Over many quaint and curious parts of a newly boughten Ford.
While I nodded, nearly napping, suddenly there came a rattling
A~ of some part gently cracking underneath the old Ford floor.
« Tis some rattling," I muttered, (,underneaththe old Ford floorOnly this and nothing more."
But the Ford is truly quitting, still is sitting, still is sitting
On the great white road to Lima just above the Maysville store;
And its lamps having all the seeming of a demon that is dreaming
And the moon-light o'er it streaming throws its shadow on the moor
And the soul from out that shadow that lies gloating on the moor
Has been lifted- 'evermore.

Prof. Smith was observed by one of the gentleman clerks in a well known Lima
store. His excited actions had attracted the attention of the clerks, finally- the observing one walked up to him and asked him if he was looking for something in men's
clothing.
((No,"he roared, ('not men's clothing, women's. I can't find my wife."

-
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GRADUATES

You will find good accommodations at

You're turning from the college town
to tramp life's highways up and down.
Whatever adventures and achievements
may be yours, remember that we shall be
glad to hear from you, and to broadcast
the good news about you.

THE HOTEL YOUNG

40 Rooms, American and European
Centrally Located

Day and Night Service
Dining Room

THE ADA HERALD
Commercial and Job Printing
Publishers of
Ohio Northern News Since 1885

N, Main St. - Ada, Ohio

Mr. Herier (just finishing a book on the "Wonders of Nature") - "This is a
remarkable book. Nature is marvelous! Stupendous! When I read a book like this
it makes me think how puerile, how insignificant, is man."
Mrs. Herier- "A woman doesn't have to wade through four hundred pages to
discover that."
Dehus - "Why does a black cow eat green grass and give white milk?"
Rrumley - "The black cow eats green grass and the tin makes the milk pail."

Prof. Raabe (after a good recitation) - "That's fine."
George R. - "There are sure to be some shining heads in this class."
Prof. Raabe - "Are you casting any reflections?"
George- "I beg pardon, I am standing in the light."

AMERICA'S FINEST WATCHES
DIAMONDS

at

JEWELRY

HUGHES & SON
on Dignified Credit
135 N. Main St. -
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Lima, Ohio

AUTOGRAPHS
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FINIS

